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Introduction

This document seeks to provide a comprehensive selection of variant spelling 
forms in CSW19, for words up to nine letters in length.

It is offered principally for linguistic interest, but may also ease at least 
marginally the task of word learning by grouping the words into 'variant spelling'
sets. The following provisos should be noticed.

 only root forms are listed. It can normally be taken for granted that 
inflections follow suit.  

 only root forms with nine or fewer letters are included, except that if these
have variant spellings with more than nine letters, those longer spellings 
are shown. 

 it must be remembered that some variants may possess part of speech 
properties not possessed by other variants of that form. For example, in 
the case of ALARM/ALARUM/LARUM, ALARM and ALARUM are both noun 
and verb, but LARUM is noun only. I have assumed that Scrabble players 
serious enough to be interested in this document are likely to be aware of 
such nuances, or prepared to research the matter further on their own 
account. Similarly, some variant spelling may possess additional meanings
not shared by others e.g. HECKLE can mean to interrupt a speaker as well 
as being a variant of HACKLE/HATCHEL, a kind of comb. I have not 
attempted to indicate all possible meanings.

 this document restricts itself to variant spellings. It is not about words 
unrelated by spelling which refer to the same thing. For example, KAAMA 
is another name for the HARTBEES, HARTBEEST or HARTEBEEST, but you 
won't find that here. But I have erred somewhat on the side of generosity 
by including e.g. adjectival forms which are not strictly speaking variant 
spellings but which differ only by ending and have the same or virtually 
the same meaning e.g. LACTEAL/LACTEAN/LACTEOUS, which all mean, 
more or less, 'milky'. I also include words which are essentially the same 
word but which have acquired slightly different nuances of meaning e.g. 
CAPTIVE, CAITIFF and CAITIVE, which all derive from Latin captivus, but 
where the (obsolete) CAITIFF and CAITIVE carry a suggestion of baseness 
absent from the modern form CAPTIVE.

I shall be glad to know of any errors or omissions.
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3 Variants

aba a Syrian cloth of goat's or camel's hair; an outer garment
  abaya made of it
  abba
abondance a call in whist to make nine tricks
  abundance
  abundancy
aborigen an original or native inhabitant of a country
  aborigin
  aborigine
abricock an apricot
  apricock
  apricot
absciss the distance of a point from the y-axis measured parallel
  abscissa to the x-axis
  abscisse
acaudal tailless
  acaudate
  ecaudate
acauline having a very short stem
  acaulose
  acaulous
accidia sloth; physical torpor
  accidie
  acedia
acclimate to habituate to a climate not native
  acclimatise
  acclimatize
accorage to encourage
  accourage
  encourage
achoo an imitation of the sound of a sneeze
  ahchoo
  atishoo
acolouthos the head of the Varangian guard of the Byzantine emperors
  akolouthos
  akoluthos
acquight to acquit
  acquit
  acquite
acroter a pedestal or ornament at the angle of a pediment
  acroterion
  acroterium
acton a stuffed jacket worn under the mail
  hacqueton
  haqueton
admirance admiration
  admiration
  admiraunce
advisement counsel; advice
  avisement
  vizament
aemule to emulate
  emulate
  emule
aeonian lasting for aeons, eternal
  aeonic
  eonian
aetheric relating to the aether
  etheric



  etherical
afear to frighten
  affear
  affeare
again once more
  agen
  agin
agalwood the wood of the aloe, aka agila
  agarwood
  aloeswood
aglee aside, askew
  agley
  agly
aglet the tag covering the ends of a lace
  aiglet
  aiguillette
agouti a small S. American rodent related to the guinea-pig
  agouty
  aguti
agrise to terrify
  agrize
  agryze
ahent behind
  ahind
  ahint
alaap in Indian music, the introductory section of a raga
  alap
  alapa
alan a large hunting dog
  aland
  alant
alarm a state of (esp sudden) fear; (vb) to frighten by a sudden
  alarum revelation of danger
  larum
alay to allay
  aleye
  allay
albe albeit
  albee
  albeit
alembic an ancient distilling apparatus
  limbec
  limbeck
alfaki a Muslim expounder of the law
  alfaqui
  alfaquin
algaroba the carob, a leguminous tree of the Mediterranean region;
  algarroba its edible beans or pods
  algarrobo
allel any one of the two or more possible forms of a gene
  allele
  allelomorph
almous alms
  alms
  awmous
alumin an oxide of aluminium
  alumina
  alumine
aluminium a light silvery malleable and ductile metallic element
  aluminum
  alumium



amaranthine like amaranth, of a dark reddish-purple colour
  amarantin
  amarantine
amatorian amatory
  amatorious
  amatory
ameboid resembling an amoeba; changing in shape like an amoeba
  amoebiform
  amoeboid
amreeta a drink which bestows immortality in Hindu mythology
  amrit
  amrita
amtrac a military vehicle equipped to move on land and water
  amtrack
  amtrak
anaerobe an organism not requiring oxygen for its life processes
  anaerobiont
  anaerobium
analog that which is analogous to, or corresponds with, some other
  analogon thing
  analogue
anaphor the repetition of a word or expression at the beginning of
  anaphora successive phrases, clauses, sentences or verses esp for 
  epanaphora rhetorical effect 
anaphoral of or like anaphora, repetition of a word or expression at
  anaphoric the beginning of successive phrases etc
  anaphorical
ance once
  once
  yince
anconal of or pertaining to the ancon or elbow
  anconeal
  anconoid
ane one
  one
  yin
anelace a short two-edged dagger
  anlace
  anlas
anerly only
  onely
  only
angakok an Inuit sorcerer
  angekkok
  angekok
angklung a musical instrument of S. Asia, composed of bamboo tubes
  anklong
  anklung
anoopsia an upward squint
  anopia
  anopsia
anourous having no tail
  anural
  anurous
antitypal relating to an antitype, an object or person prefigured by
  antitypic the type or symbol
  antitypical
antivenene an antitoxin countering esp snake venom
  antivenin
  antivenom
any some; whichever, no matter which



  onie
  ony
apathaton an epitheton, an epithet
  epithet
  epitheton
aphoriser one who makes aphorisms
  aphorist
  aphorizer
araba a heavy screened wagon used by Tatars and others
  arba
  aroba
arbalester a crossbowman
  arbalister
  arblaster
aread to counsel
  arede
  arreede
areolar pertaining to an areole
  areolate
  areolated
arhythmia absence or irregularity of rhythm, esp of the pulse
  arrhythmia
  arythmia
arhythmic with an irregular rhythm
  arrhythmic
  arythmic
arillary having an aril, a protective seed-coat
  arillate
  arillated
armonica a mouth-organ; also, an instrument composed of a soundbox
  harmonica and hanging strips of glass or metal, struck by a hammer
  harmonicon
asbestic of or like asbestos
  asbestine
  asbestous
ashtanga a form of yoga aiming to synchronize breathing and posture
  astanga
  asthanga
assagai a slender spear of hard wood tipped with iron; (vb) to kill
  assegaai or stab with this
  assegai
astonish to fill with sudden wonder or surprise
  astony
  stonish
astringer a falconer who keeps a goshawk
  austringer
  ostreger
atabrin a bitter yellow powder, formerly used against malaria
  atabrine
  atebrin
ataghan a Muslim long curved knife
  yatagan
  yataghan
atropia an alkaloid found in deadly nightshade
  atropin
  atropine
attar a fragrant essential oil made from the damask rose
  ottar
  otto
attercop a spider
  ethercap



  ettercap
attonce at one, at once, together
  attone
  attones
aubretia any of several dwarf trailing cruciferous plants of the genus
  aubrieta Aubrieta, usually bearing violet or purple flowers
  aubrietia
aught anything
  oucht
  owt
ava an aromatic plant of the pepper family; a narcotic drink
  kava prepared from its root and stem
  kavakava
avanturine a glass containing golden or green flecks; quartz containing
  aventurin mica flakes
  aventurine
aviatress a female aviator
  aviatrice
  aviatrix
avise to advise
  avize
  avyze
awa away
  away
  awayes
axal of the axis
  axial
  axile
baaskaap the condition in which one section of the population is treated
  baaskap as the master race, esp the policy of domination of white 
  baasskap people in S. Africa 
babiroussa a large hoglike quadruped of the E. Indies
  babirusa
  babirussa
bablah a species of acacia from which gum arabic is obtained
  babool
  babul
bacalao salted cod
  bacalhau
  baccala
backra a white man or woman
  bakra
  buckra
baclava a Middle Eastern dessert made of layers of filo pastry, honey,
  baklava nuts, etc.
  baklawa
bagnette a long French loaf
  baguet
  baguette
bajra in the Indian subcontinent, pearl millet or a similar grain
  bajree
  bajri
balection a moulding around a panel, projecting beyond the surface
  bilection of the framing
  bolection
balk to stop short, refuse a jump
  bauk
  baulk
ballad a slow, sentimental song; a simple narrative poem in short
  ballant stanzas; (vb) to compose or sing ballads
  ballat



balthasar a large wine bottle containing 2.80 gallons
  balthazar
  belshazzar
bandelier a shoulder belt for carrying ammunition
  bandoleer
  bandolier
bandobast an organisation
  bandobust
  bundobust
bandoleon a kind of button accordion popular in S. America
  bandoneon
  bandonion
bania an Indian fig tree with vast spreading branches; a Hindu
  banian trader
  banyan
barefit barefoot
  barefoot
  barefooted
baresark a Norse warrior who fought without armour, or shirt of mail
  berserk
  berserker
bargest a doglike goblin portending death
  barghest
  barguest
barocco a bold, vigorous, exuberant artistic style
  barock
  baroque
barrater one that persistently instigates lawsuits
  barrator
  barretor
bascinet a light, conical helmet
  basinet
  basnet
basen (like) a basin
  basin
  bason
basophil of white blood cells, having an affinity for basic stains;
  basophile
  basophilic
basti in India, a flimsy hut, a squatter colony
  bustee
  busti
battel to run a battels account
  battill
  battle
bazzazz panache, flamboyance
  bezzazz
  pizzaz
beadle a minor parish official whose duties include ushering and
  bedel preserving order
  bedell
beadleship the state of being, or the personality of, a beadle
  bedellship
  bedelship
beastings the first milk drawn from a cow after calving, aka colostrum
  beestings or foremilk
  biestings
beedi a hand rolled cigarette
  beedie
  bidi
begorah an interjection attributed to Irish speakers, by God



  begorra
  begorrah
beguile to deceive
  guile
  guyle
bejabbers an interjection attributed to Irish speakers
  bejabers
  bejeebers
bejasus an oath, by Jesus
  bejeezus
  bejesus
belamour a beloved
  belamoure
  bellamoure
belive with speed, immediately
  blive
  bylive
bellibone a woman excelling both in beauty and goodness
  bonibell
  bonnibell
bema a synagogue platform
  bima
  bimah
beni the sesame plant
  benne
  benni
bestie one's best friend
  bezzie
  bezzy
bezant a gold coin first struck at Byzantium or Constantinople;
  bezzant in heraldry, a charge like this, a gold roundel
  byzant
bhagee in Indian cookery, an appetizer consisting of vegetables
  bhajee cooked in batter
  bhaji
biach a bitch
  biatch
  bitch
biccy biscuit
  bickie
  bikkie
bilharzia a disease caused by infestation of the body with blood flukes
  bilharziasis of the genus Schistosoma, aka schistosomiasis
  bilharziosis
bilimbi an E. Indian tree of the wood-sorrel family; its sour green
  bilimbing fruit, used in chutneys
  blimbing
billie a metal camp pot
  billy
  billycan
biriani a spicy rice dish
  biriyani
  biryani
birl to carouse
  birle
  byrl
blaes a kind of clay, livid or red in colour
  blaise
  blaize
blather to talk loquacious nonsense
  blether



  blither
blaubok the blue buck
  bloubok
  bluebuck
blood the oxygenating fluid (red in the higher animals) circulating
  blude in the body 
  bluid
blousy coarse and ruddy-faced
  blowsy
  blowzy
blowgun a long straight tube from which an arrow, pellet, etc is
  blowpipe blown by the breath
  blowtube
boak to belch, vomit
  bock
  boke
boart diamond dust or fragments
  bort
  bortz
boggard a spectre or goblin
  boggart
  bogle
bonie bonny
  bonnie
  bonny
booai a remote rural place, as in up the booai, thoroughly lost
  booay
  boohai
boogey to dance to rock music
  boogie
  boogy
book a collection of sheets of paper, etc, bound or otherwise
  buik fastened together
  buke
booksie by way of being literary
  booksy
  booky
boomkin a spar projecting from the stern of a ship
  bumkin
  bumpkin
boortree the elder tree
  bountree
  bourtree
boose to drink immoderately
  booze
  bowse
borel rustic, clownish; (noun) a boring tool
  borrel
  borrell
boshta very good
  boshter
  bosker
botryoid of minerals, occurring in grape-shaped masses
  botryoidal
  botryose
botulin a powerful bacterial toxin
  botulinum
  botulinus
bowat a lantern
  bowet
  buat



brabble a squabble; (vb) to squabble
  prabble
  pribble
brach a female hunting hound
  brachet
  bratchet
branle an old French dance or dance-tune
  bransle
  brantle
brassard a piece of armour for the upper arm
  brassart
  brasset
breast the front of the human body between the neck and the belly
  breest
  breist
breeches a garment worn by men, covering the hips and thighs
  breeks
  britches
bren to burn
  brenne
  burn
bridemaid a woman who is an attendant of a bride
  bridemaiden
  bridesmaid
bris a Jewish circumcision rite
  briss
  brith
broch a dry-built circular tower of the late Iron Age  (verb) to
  brogh broach
  brough
bronc a native or a Mexican horse of small size
  broncho
  bronco
bruilzie a broil, a noisy disturbance
  brulyie
  brulzie
bubal a member of the Bubalis genus of antelopes, that includes
  bubale the hartebeest
  bubalis
buckaroo a cowboy
  buckayro
  buckeroo
buggan an evil spirit, a hobgoblin
  buggane
  buggin
bulimia an eating disorder in which binge eating is followed by 
  bulimus guilt, self-induced vomiting and purging, etc
  bulimy
burdenous burdensome
  burdensome
  burthensome
burlesk a ludicrous imitation
  burlesque
  burleycue
burnoose a cape with a hood worn by Arabs
  burnous
  burnouse
busheler one who bushels, mends or alters clothes
  busheller
  bushelman
byssine made of byssus or fine linen



  byssoid
  byssaceous
caber a heavy wooden heaving pole
  kabar
  kebar
cabestro a lasso
  cabresta
  cabresto
caboc a double cream cheese rolled in oatmeal
  kebbock
  kebbuck
cachectic relating to cachexy, severe wasting of the body
  cachectical
  cachexic
cacomistle a N. American carnivore, about the size of a cat, related
  cacomixl to the raccoons
  cacomixle
caddice worsted ribbon or braid
  caddis
  caddyss
caerulean sky-blue; dark blue; sea-green
  cerulean
  ceruleous
caestus a girdle in classical mythology, esp that of Aphrodite
  cestos
  cestus
caesural relating to a caesura, a pause in a poem or a song
  caesuric
  cesural
caffila a caravan, caravan-train
  cafila
  kafila
cageyness the quality of being cagey
  caginess
  cagyness
caillach an old woman
  cailleach
  cailliach
cain a tenanted farm rent paid in kind
  kain
  kane
cairn a mound of stone set up as a memorial
  carn
  karn
caitiff mean, base; (noun) a mean, despicable person
  caitive
  captive
calamar any of various species of squid
  calamari
  calamary
calash a light low-wheeled carriage with folding top
  caleche
  calesa
calculary of or pertaining to calculi, stonelike concretions that form
  calculose in certain vessels of the body
  calculous
caldron a large kettle for boiling or heating liquids
  caudron
  cauldron
calicle a row of small bracts, at the base of the calyx, on the outside
  calycle



  calycule
calthrop a device with four metal points so arranged so that one points
  caltrap upward as a hazard
  caltrop
calypter a hood or hoodlike structure, esp that covering the spore
  calyptera capsule of mosses and liverworts
  calyptra
camaron a kind of freshwater crustacean similar to a crayfish
  maron
  marron
camboge a gum resin obtained from the sap of certain trees,
  cambogia used as a yellow pigment and as a cathartic
  gamboge
cameleon a small African lizard with a prehensile tail and tongue
  chamaeleon
  chameleon
camphire an old spelling of camphor
  camphol
  camphor
camstairy perverse, unruly
  camsteary
  camsteerie
canakin a small can or drinking vessel
  canikin
  cannikin
candie a S. Indian weight, approximately 500 lb. Imperial
  candy
  kandy
cantico to dance as an act of worship
  canticoy
  kantikoy
cantraip a charm; an incantation
  cantrap
  cantrip
capelan a small marine fish of northern oceans
  capelin
  caplin
capouch a cloak hood
  capuccio
  capuche
capric applied to a type of fatty acid, having a goatlike smell
  caproic
  caprylic
carabin a rifle with a relatively short barrel
  carabine
  carbine
carageen a kind of dark red, branched seaweed, aka Irish moss
  carrageen
  carragheen
carambole a cannon in billiards; (vb) to make a cannon in billiards
  carom
  carrom
carat a unit of weight used for gems
  carrat
  karat
caravaneer the leader of a caravan
  caravaner
  caravanner
caravel a small light fast ship, chiefly Spanish or Portuguese, of
  caravelle the 15th to the 17th cents
  carvel



carbonade flesh, fowl, etc, cut across, seasoned, and broiled on coals
  carbonado
  carbonnade
cardamom a spice consisting of or made from the seed capsules of various
  cardamon Indo-Malayan plants
  cardamum
cardi cardigan
  cardie
  cardy
carl a rude, rustic man; a churl
  carle
  carlot
carotene any of a number of reddish-yellow pigments widely distributed
  carotin in plants that are converted to vitamin A in the body
  carrotin
catalog a systematic list of names, books, pictures, etc; (vb) to
  catalogue make a list
  catelog
cataloger one who catalogs
  cataloguer
  cataloguist
catchup a smooth, thick sauce made from tomatoes, mushrooms etc
  catsup
  ketchup
catmint a mint-like plant attractive to cats
  catnep
  catnip
cattie a unit of measure used in S.E. Asia
  kati
  katti
cavel a drawing of lots among miners for an easy and profitable
  kevel place at the coalface
  kevil
cebadilla a liliaceous plant, yielding the alkaloid veratrine
  cevadilla
  sabadilla
celom a fluid-filled cavity within the body of an animal
  coelom
  coelome
cenobitic of or like a cenobite
  cenobitical
  coenobitic
center centre; (vb) to centre
  centre
  centry
ceriph a decorative stroke at the foot of a letter
  serif
  seriph
ceroon a crate or hamper; a bale wrapped in hide
  seron
  seroon
cetywall valerian, a plant formerly valued for its restorative qualities
  setuale
  setwall
chaco the hat usually worn by members of a marching band
  shacko
  shako
chafe to warm by rubbing
  chaufe
  chauff
chagan an early form of khan



  cham
  khan
chamisa a Californian shrub with white flowers, growing in dense
  chamise thickets
  chamiso
champac an E. Indian tree of the magnolia family, sacred to Hindus
  champaca
  champak
chanter a singer; a precentor
  chantor
  chaunter
chapka a Polish military cap, adapted from the traditional peasant
  czapka cap, worn by lancers
  schapska
charivari a cacophonous mock-serenade performed for a wedding; (vb)
  chivaree to perform such a serenade
  chivari
chay an Indian plant of the madder family whose root chayroot
  chaya yields a red dye
  shaya
cheapie something cheap
  cheapo
  cheapy
chemist one versed in chemistry
  chymic
  chymist
cherimoya a Peruvian fruit resembling the custard apple
  cherimoyer
  chirimoya
cheverye an Irish chieftaincy
  chiefery
  chiefry
chevy to goad, harass
  chivvy
  chivy
chica an orange-red dyestuff used by S. American Indians
  chicha
  chico
chiccory succory, a blue-flowered composite plant
  chickory
  chicory
chile the (dried) red pod of a Capsicum pepper used in sauces,
  chili relishes, etc., and made into a hot cayenne
  chilli
chimaeric of the nature of a chimaera; imaginary, fanciful, visionary
  chimeric
  chimerical
chimar a loose sleeveless robe worn by Anglican bishops
  chimer
  chimere
chincapin the dwarf chestnut of the US
  chinkapin
  chinquapin
chinone a golden-yellow crystalline compound usually prepared by
  kinone oxidizing aniline
  quinone
chitlin part of the small intestine of swine
  chitling
  chitterling
choreoid relating to the chorion, the dark brown vascular coat of
  chorioid the eye



  choroid
choriamb a metrical foot comprising a trochee and an iambus
  choriambic
  choriambus
chounter to mutter, grumble
  chunner
  chunter
christiania a kind of turn in skiing
  christie
  christy
chukka a period of play in polo
  chukkar
  chukker
chuppa a wedding canopy
  chuppah
  huppah
cig cigarette
  ciggie
  ciggy
circar the state or government; the authorities
  sircar
  sirkar
cirrhipede an erroneous form of cirripede, a subclass of marine crustacea
  cirriped
  cirripede
clavate club-shaped; growing gradually thicker toward the top
  clavated
  clavulate
cleptomaniac a person having an obsessive urge to steal
  klepto
  kleptomaniac
cleuch a ravine, a gully
  cleugh
  clough
cliffed having cliffs
  clifted
  clifty
cliquey relating to a clique, exclusive
  cliquish
  cliquy
cloacal relating to the cloaca
  cloacaline
  cloacinal
clodpole a simpleton
  clodpoll
  clotpoll
coala an Australian marsupial
  koala
  koolah
cocksy bumptious, self-assured
  cocky
  coxy
cocoanut the large, hard-shelled nut of the cocoa palm
  coconut
  cokernut
codlin a variety of elongated apple
  codling
  quodlin
coggie a small wooden bowl
  cogie
  cogue



coign a wedge; a cornerstone; (vb) to secure or raise by wedging
  coigne
  quoin
colostral relating to colostrum
  colostric
  colostrous
colter a knife or cutter, attached to the beam of a plow to cut
  coulter the sward, in advance of the plowshare and moldboard
  culter
combe a short deep valley; a hollow in a hillside
  coomb
  coombe
commie a communist
  commo
  commy
comptable countable
  comptible
  countable
con to know, study
  conne
  kon
concolor of uniform color
  concolorate
  concolorous
conner a kind of wrasse, aka goldsinny
  connor
  cunner
conoidal nearly, but not exactly, conical
  conoidic
  conoidical
contrair contrary
  contrarious
  contrary
cookey a small sweet biscuit or cake
  cookie
  cooky
coolabah a species of Australian eucalyptus tree
  coolibah
  coolibar
coosen to cheat
  coosin
  cozen
cooser a stallion
  cuisser
  cusser
cootikin a gaiter
  cuitikin
  cutikin
copeck a Russian monetary unit, the hundredth part of a rouble
  kopeck
  kopek
corporal a white cloth on which Communion bread and wine are placed
  corporale
  corporas
corselet a cuirass, a protective body covering of leather
  corselette
  corslet
coryphaeus the leader of a Greek chorus
  coryphe
  coryphee
cosmogonal relating to cosmogony



  cosmogonic
  cosmogonical
coss a measure of distance
  kos
  koss
cottar a medieval peasant inhabiting a cottage
  cotter
  cottier
coulibiac a Russian fish pie
  coulibiaca
  koulibiaca
covin a conspiracy between two or more people to act to the injury
  covine of another
  covyne
cowage a leguminous climbing plant with crooked pods covered with
  cowhage sharp stinging hairs
  cowitch
cowflap a cowpat
  cowflop
  cowplop
coxcombic foppish, vain
  coxcombical
  coxcomical
craple a grapple
  graple
  grapple
crapy having the texture of crape, a light crinkled fabric
  crepey
  crepy
crathur a creature; whiskey
  cratur
  craythur
creatin a nitrogenous compound found in striped muscle
  creatine
  kreatine
creutzer a small copper coin formerly used in South Germany
  kreutzer
  kreuzer
crewels scrofula, the King's Evil
  cruells
  cruels
cribrate perforated like a sieve
  cribrose
  cribrous
cromack a crook, a stick with a curved head
  crummack
  crummock
croove a pen or sty
  cruive
  cruve
cryolite an aluminum ore
  kryolite
  kryolith
cuirass armour for breast and back
  curat
  curiet
cumberbund a waistband, a sash
  cummerbund
  kummerbund
cunctatious causing delay
  cunctative



  cunctatory
cuneal wedge-shaped
  cuneate
  cuneated
cuneatic of script, wedge-shaped
  cuneiform
  cuniform
curagh a long-shaped boat similar to a coracle
  currach
  curragh
curtalax a short broad sword; a cutlass
  curtalaxe
  curtaxe
cusso an Ethiopian tree, the flowers of which are used as a vermifuge
  kousso
  kusso
custode a person who has care such as of a public building
  custodian
  custodier
cyanamid the amide of cyanogen, a white crystalline substance
  cyanamide
  cyanogenamide
cymbaleer one who plays the cymbals
  cymbaler
  cymbalist
czarevna the proper title for the daughter of a czar
  tsarevna
  tzarevna
czarism the office of czar
  tsarism
  tzarism
czarist a supporter of the czar
  tsarist
  tzarist
dabchick the little grebe
  dipchick
  dobchick
dacker to lounge, saunter
  daiker
  daker
daffadowndilly a yellow-flowered narcissus
  daffodil
  daffodilly
daint dainty; (noun) a dainty
  dainty
  daynt
daishiki an African tunic
  dasheki
  dashiki
daled a Hebrew letter
  daledh
  daleth
damar a hard resin used in making varnish
  dammar
  dammer
damndest utmost effort, in phrase to do one's damndest
  damnedest
  damnest
dancette in heraldry, deeply indented
  dancettee
  dancetty



dare to have the necessary courage
  darre
  daur
darga a structure over a place where a holy person was buried or
  dargah cremated
  durgah
darkey a Black or coloured person
  darkie
  darky
daubery a crudely artful device, a pretence
  daubry
  dawbry
daud to knock, thump
  dawd
  dod
dear precious  (verb) to injure
  deare
  dere
deawie dewy
  deawy
  dewy
debonair of good appearance, elegant
  debonaire
  debonnaire
decagram a weight of the metric system; ten grams
  decagramme
  dekagram
decapodal relating to decapods, an order of crustaceans with ten feet,
  decapodan that includes crabs and lobsters
  decapodous
deewan in India, a financial minister
  dewan
  diwan
dejeune breakfast, lunch
  dejeuner
  disjune
deleble capable of being deleted
  deletable
  delible
demagogism the practices of a demagogue
  demagoguism
  demagogy
demiurgeous relating to a demiurge
  demiurgic
  demiurgical
demoniacal like a demoniac, a person possessed by a demon or evil spirit
  demonic
  demonical
derham the monetary unit of Morocco
  dirham
  dirhem
derm the true skin, below the outer layer
  derma
  dermis
dermal relating to the derm or skin
  dermatic
  dermic
design to conceive and plan out
  desine
  desyne
dethrone to remove from a throne



  disthrone
  unthrone
dex a pill containing Dexedrine, a sulfate used as a stimulant
  dexie
  dexy
diact having two rays; (noun) a sponge spicule having two rays that
  diactinal develop in different directions from a single point of origin
  diactine
diametral pertaining to a diameter
  diametric
  diametrical
dickey a false shirt front
  dickie
  dicky
dicoumarin a crystalline compound obtained from sweet clover hay
  dicoumarol
  dicumarol
didgeridoo a native Australian musical instrument
  didjeridoo
  didjeridu
diecious having male and female sexual organs in different individuals
  dioecious
  dioicous
diestrum a period of sexual inactivity
  diestrus
  dioestrus
dietician an expert on diet
  dietist
  dietitian
dingey a small open boat, prepared by oars, sails or an outboard
  dinghy motor
  dingy
dirdam an uproar
  dirdum
  durdum
dirl to (cause to) vibrate
  thirl
  tirl
discoure to discover
  discover
  discure
disjaskit tired out
  forjaskit
  forjeskit
dite to compose
  endite
  indite
djinn plural of djinni, one of a class of spirits in Muslim theology
  ginn
  jinn
dobla a former monetary unit of Spain, a gold coin
  doblon
  doubloon
dogey a motherless calf
  dogie
  dogy
doggerel poor quality comic verse
  doggrel
  dogrel
doily a lace mat for a cake-plate
  doyley



  doyly
dominick one of an American breed of chickens
  dominicker
  dominique
doobrey a thing whose name is unknown or temporarily forgotten, a
  doobrie what's-its-name
  doobry
doon down
  doun
  down
doozer a thing of surpassing size or excellence
  doozie
  doozy
dore gilded; (noun) a gold-coloured fish
  doree
  dory
dorneck a coarse sort of damask, orig made at Tournay (in Flemish,
  dornick Doornick), Belgium
  dornock
dosiology the branch of medicine that deals with dosages
  dosology
  posology
douar a circular Arab encampment
  dowar
  duar
doupioni a kind of silk yarn
  douppioni
  dupion
dowl a portion of down in a feather; a piece of fluff
  dowle
  dowlne
draconian unusually harsh
  draconic
  dracontic
dramaturg a dramatist; spec. a reader and literary editor etc. to a
  dramaturge permanent theatrical company
  dramaturgist
drammach meal and water mixed raw
  drammock
  drummock
drearihead affliction; dreariness
  drearihood
  drerihead
dreich dreary
  dreigh
  driegh
dsobo a male zo
  zobo
  zobu
dsomo a female zo
  jomo
  zhomo
duet (to take part in playing) a composition for two
  duett
  duetto
duiker a small S. African antelope
  duikerbok
  duyker
dulcite a saccharine substance derived from various plants
  dulcitol
  dulcose



dural a strong light aluminum alloy containing copper
  duralumin
  duraluminium
duvetine a smooth lustrous velvety fabric
  duvetyn
  duvetyne
dwalm a swoon, a sudden sickness; (vb) to swoon
  dwam
  dwaum
dysodil an impure earthy or coaly bitumen, which emits a highly fetid
  dysodile odor when burning
  dysodyle
eager zealous  (noun) a river bore
  eagre
  eger
eastermost most easterly
  easternmost
  eastmost
eath easy
  eathe
  ethe
ebon ebony
  ebony
  heben
ebriate intoxicated
  ebriated
  ebriose
eeew used to express disgust
  eew
  ew
eft a newt
  evet
  ewt
eidolon an unsubstantial image, a phantom
  idolon
  idolum
eikon a religious carving of a saint etc
  icon
  ikon
eine eyes
  eyen
  eyne
eisel sour wine resembling vinegar
  eisell
  esile
elchee an ambassador
  elchi
  eltchi
eloge a commendation; an encomium
  elogium
  elogy
elt a young sow
  gilt
  yelt
embace to lower; to debase
  embase
  imbase
embraceor a person who seeks to influence jurors by corrupt means to
  embracer deliver a partial verdict
  embrasor
embryonal of or like an embryo



  embryonic
  embryotic
emmew to confine, mew up, as a hawk in mews
  enmew
  immew
emmove to affect with emotion
  emove
  enmove
empanel to form a list of jurors
  impanel
  impannel
emyd a genus of freshwater terrapin
  emyde
  emys
endemial confined to one particular area, eg of a disease
  endemic
  endemical
endermatic through or applied directly to the skin
  endermic
  endermical
endozoic having seeds dispersed by animals that swallow them
  entozoal
  entozoic
endozoon an internal parasite
  entozoan
  entozoon
engineer someone who designs or makes, or puts to practical use, engines
  enginer or machinery of any type
  ingener
engraff to graft onto
  engraft
  ingraft
engram a hypothetical change in neural tissue due to memory
  engramma
  engramme
enhearse to put in, or as in, a hearse or coffin
  inhearse
  inherce
enlarge to make or become larger
  enlargen
  largen
enology the science dealing with wine and winemaking
  oenology
  oinology
enophile one who loves wine
  oenophil
  oenophile
enquire to ask
  inquere
  inquire
enseam to cover with grease, to defile
  inseam
  inseem
entremes edible pastry sculpture served between main courses
  entremesse
  entremets
enwreath to encircle with a wreath
  enwreathe
  inwreathe
ephebe a young adult Greek
  ephebos



  ephebus
epicenter the point on the Earth's surface that is directly above the
  epicentre focus of an earthquake
  epicentrum
epideictic done for show or display
  epideictical
  epidictic
epigon an inferior imitator of a creative thinker or artist
  epigone
  epigonus
epinicion an ode in honour of a victor or winner
  epinikian
  epinikion
epiphytal pertaining to an epiphyte, a plant which grows upon another
  epiphytic plant
  epiphytical
epitaphial pertaining to an epitaph
  epitaphian
  epitaphic
epitomiser one who epitomises
  epitomist
  epitomizer
eriach a blood-fine paid by a murderer in old Irish law
  eric
  erick
eringo a plant of the genus Eryngium, sea holly, reputed to be an
  eryngium aphrodisiac
  eryngo
erodable that can be eroded
  erodible
  erosible
erotema a rhetorical question
  eroteme
  erotesis
escallop a kind of shell; (vb) to indent like an escallop
  scallop
  scollop
escar a long narrow ridge of gravel deposited by a glacial stream
  eskar
  esker
eschalot an onion with garlic-flavoured bulbs
  shallot
  shalot
escutcheon a shield bearing a coat-of-arms
  scuchin
  scutcheon
estragon a kind of herb
  staragen
  tarragon
estramazone a downward cut in fencing
  stramacon
  stramazon
estuarial relating to estuaries
  estuarian
  estuarine
eudaemon a benevolent spirit
  eudaimon
  eudemon
eudaemonia happiness or wellbeing; in Aristotelian philosophy,
  eudaemony a full, active life governed by reason
  eudemonia



eughen made of yew-wood
  ewghen
  yewen
euphonic pleasant sounding
  euphonical
  euphonious
evadable that may be evaded
  evadible
  evasible
extemporaneous unpremeditated; esp of prayer, discourse, composition, etc
  extemporary
  extempore
eyas a young hawk taken from the nest for training
  eyass
  nyas
falderal nonsense; a meaningless refrain of a song
  falderol
  folderol
fanega a dry measure in Spain and Spanish America
  fanegada
  fanga
fano a liturgical cape worn by the Pope when celebrating
  fanon a solemn pontifical mass
  fanum
farand having a certain manner or humour
  farrand
  farrant
farandine a silk and wool cloth
  farrandine
  ferrandine
farl the quarter of a round cake of flour or oatmeal
  farle
  farthel
fascicle a bundle; a division of book published in parts
  fascicule
  fasciculus
fatwa an Islamic religious decree; (vb) to issue an Islamic religious
  fatwah decree
  fetwa
feateous shapely, well-made
  featous
  featuous
fecial in ancient Rome, a member of a group of priests who acted
  fetial as heralds 
  fetialis
feh a letter of the Hebrew alphabet
  pe
  peh
fehmic pertaining to a fehm, a mediaeval German court
  vehmic
  vehmique
feist a small dog
  fice
  fyce
feldschar in Russia and Eastern Europe, a partly trained doctor, or
  feldscher one who assists a doctor on the battlefield
  feldsher
feldspar a common rock-forming mineral
  feldspath
  felspar
feldspathoid any mineral of a group related to feldspar



  felspathoid
  foid
feodary one holding lands or power by a feudal tenure
  feudary
  feudatory
fet to fetch
  fetch
  fett
fetich an object believed to procure for its owner the services
  fetiche of a spirit lodged within it
  fetish
fettuccine a pasta made in long ribbons
  fettucine
  fettucini
fewmet the dung of deer, hares etc
  fumet
  fumette
fibrilar of or pertaining to fibrils or fibers
  fibrillar
  fibrillary
fibro a wallboard of compressed asbestos and cement; a shack made
  fibrocement of this
  fibrolite
filemot dead-leaf colour; dull brown
  philamot
  philomot
filister a groove on a window frame
  fillester
  fillister
fillo very thin pastry dough
  filo
  phyllo
finback a type of whale characterized by a prominent fin on the back,
  finfish aka rorqual
  finner
finnesko a reindeer-skin boot with the hair on
  finnsko
  finsko
finnochio a dwarf variety of fennel
  finocchio
  finochio
fitch a polecat; its fur
  fitchet
  fitchew
fitche of a cross, having a pointed shaft
  fitchee
  fitchy
fitt a division of a poem
  fitte
  fytte
flagpole a pole for displaying a flag
  flagstaff
  flagstick
flammable easily able to catch fire; (noun) something flammable
  inflamable
  inflammable
flatling with a flat side or edge
  flatlings
  flatlong
flautist a performer on the flute
  fluter



  flutist
flunkey a contemptuous name for a liveried servant or a footman
  flunkie
  flunky
fluor a mineral, calcium fluoride
  fluorite
  fluorspar
fogey a very conservative person
  fogie
  fogy
folkmoot an assembly of the people among the Old English
  folkmot
  folkmote
foosball table football
  fusball
  fussball
foreslow to delay, put off
  forsloe
  forslow
forhoo to desert or abandon
  forhooie
  forhow
forrad forward
  forrit
  forward
foveola a small depression
  foveole
  foveolet
fraim foreign, strange; (noun) a stranger
  fremd
  fremit
frankfort a small smoked sausage
  frankfurt
  frankfurter
fratchety quarrelsome
  fratching
  fratchy
phrenetic frenzied, frenetic  (noun) a frenzied person
  phrenetical
  phrentick
froughy musty, rancid
  frowie
  frowy
fulgorous flashing like lightning
  fulgurant
  fulgurous
fulham a loaded dice
  fullam
  fullan
fungoid of or like fungus
  fungoidal
  fungous
furan a colourless liquid obtained from wood-tar and used in tanning
  furane
  furfuran
fustet the wood of a tree growing in the W. Indies, used in dyeing
  fustic yellow
  fustoc
gabbroic of or like gabbro
  gabbroid
  gabbroitic



gach to behave boastfully
  gatch
  gauch
gadso an interjection of surprise
  godso
  odso
gadzooks a mild oath
  odzooks
  zooks
gaitt a child
  geit
  gyte
galavant to roam about for pleasure without any definite plan
  galivant
  gallivant
galligaskins wide hose or breeches worn in the 16th century
  gallygaskins
  gaskins
gamash a kind of legging
  gramash
  gramoche
gambia the inspissated juice of a plant growing in Malacca, used
  gambier for tanning and dyeing
  gambir
gameyness the condition or quality of being gamey
  gaminess
  gamyness
gantry a frame for supporting barrels in a cellar or elsewhere
  gauntree
  gauntry
gaoler a jailer
  jailer
  jailor
gaoleress a female gaoler
  jaileress
  jailoress
garial an Indian crocodile with a long snout
  gavial
  gharial
gasalier a chandelier arranged to burn gas
  gaselier
  gasolier
gastness dread
  gastnesse
  ghastness
gate a movable barrier; (vb) to supply with a gate
  yate
  yett
gaufer a waffle with a pattern of crossed lines
  gaufre
  gofer
gazal a Persian verse-form
  ghazal
  ghazel
gazoo a musical instrument consisting of a tube that makes a humming
  gazooka sound when breathed into
  kazoo
gealousy jealousy
  gelosy
  jealousy
geez an interjection expressing consternation



  jeez
  jeeze
geo a gully or creek
  gio
  goe
geodesical of or pertaining to geodesy
  geodetic
  geodetical
geoduck a large edible clam
  gweduc
  gweduck
gerbil a desert rodent
  gerbille
  jerbil
gerfalcon a heavy, powerful falcon of cold northerly regions
  gyrfalcon
  jerfalcon
gerne to grin or gape
  girn
  gurn
gesse to guess
  ghesse
  guess
gestic of or relating to gesture
  gestical
  gestural
ghillie a Highland chief's attendant; (vb) to act as a ghillie
  gillie
  gilly
gimmal a ring that can be divided into two or three rings
  gimmor
  gymmal
gimp a yarn with a hard core; (vb) to make or furnish with this
  guimp
  gymp
gingko a kind of tree
  ginkgo
  jingko
gipsen a gypsy
  gipsy
  gypsy
giraffine of or like a giraffe
  giraffish
  giraffoid
girasol a fire-opal
  girasole
  girosol
gism energy, force; semen
  jism
  jissom
giust to tilt with lances
  joust
  just
gju a type of violin formerly used in Shetland
  gu
  gue
gladiola a lilylike plant, of the genus Gladiolus; aka corn flag
  gladiole
  gladiolus
gloam twilight, dusk
  gloaming



  glooming
glycerin a nontechnical name for glycerol
  glycerine
  glycerol
goatweed an umbelliferous weed, long supposed to be good for gout
  goutweed
  goutwort
goglet a porous earthen jar for cooling water by evaporation
  guglet
  gurglet
golliwog a grotesque black male doll; a grotesque person
  golliwogg
  gollywog
gombo a soup thickened with okra
  gombro
  gumbo
gomeral a simpleton
  gomerel
  gomeril
gonadal relating to the gonads
  gonadial
  gonadic
good having suitable qualities  (noun) that which is morally or
  gude ethically right
  guid
goodsire a grandfather
  gudesire
  gutcher
gooley a small stone; (pl.) testicles
  goolie
  gooly
gooney an albatross
  goonie
  goony
goorie a mongrel, an extinct native dog
  goory
  kuri
goramy a large freshwater food fish of Asia
  gourami
  gurami
gorillian of or like a gorilla
  gorilline
  gorilloid
goyisch like a goy, non-Jew, Gentile
  goyish
  goyishe
graal a dish, a platter
  grail
  grayle
grandam a grandmother
  grandame
  grannam
gravadlax a Scandinavian dish of salmon with spices and salad
  gravlaks
  gravlax
graywacke any coarse-grained, usually dark sandstone containing angular
  greywacke mineral and rock fragments in a fine-grained clayey matrix
  wacke
greegree an African talisman or spell
  grigri
  grisgris



griesy grisly
  grisy
  grysie
griffin an imaginary animal with a lion's body and an eagle's head
  gryfon
  gryphon
grimalkin a cat; esp an old female cat
  malkin
  mawkin
gromet a ring formed by twisting on itself a single strand of an
  grommet unlaid rope
  grummet
groof the front of one's body, one's face
  grouf
  grufe
guaiac a S. American tree; the resin from this
  guaiacum
  guaiocum
guisard a person in disguise; a masker; a mummer
  guiser
  guizer
gusla a one-stringed Balkan musical instrument
  gusle
  gusli
gynae gynaecology
  gynie
  gyny
haanepoot a kind of grape
  hanepoot
  honeypot
habdalah a Jewish ceremony or prayer marking the close of a Sabbath
  havdalah
  havdoloh
hackle a comb for flax or hemp; (vb) to comb with a hackle
  hatchel
  heckle
hadj a Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca
  haj
  hajj
haemagogue a drug that promotes the flow of blood
  hemagog
  hemagogue
haematin a brown substance containing ferric iron obtained from dried
  hematin blood
  hematine
hafflin a halfling
  halflin
  halfling
haiduk (Hungarian) a brigand, a guerilla warrior
  heiduc
  heyduck
halachic relating to halacha, the legal component of the Jewish oral
  halakhic tradition
  halakic
halavah a sweetmeat, orig Turkish, containing sesame seeds, honey,
  halva nuts and saffron
  halvah
halid a compound of a halogen with a metal or radical
  halide
  haloid
hallian a lout or lazy rascal



  hallion
  hallyon
halliard a rope or tackle for hoisting and lowering sails
  halyard
  haulyard
halloa a cry to urge on a chase or to call attention; (vb) to greet
  halloo
  hulloo
halse to hail, greet
  hause
  hawse
hamal in eastern countries, a porter
  hamaul
  hammal
hame home
  heame
  home
hamewith homewards
  homeward
  homewards
hammam an Oriental bathing establishment
  hummaum
  hummum
handiwork work done by the hands or by direct personal agency
  handwork
  handywork
handjar a Persian dagger
  hanjar
  khanjar
haoma a drink made from the haoma vine, used in Zoroastrian ritual
  hom
  homa
hardihead hardihood, boldness
  hardihood
  hardiment
hark to listen
  harken
  hearken
hartbees a large S. African antelope
  hartbeest
  hartebeest
hartely heartily
  heartily
  heartly
haubois a large kind of strawberry
  hautbois
  hautboy
haught haughty, exalted
  hault
  haut
haveour behaviour, demeanour
  havior
  haviour
heast behest, command
  heaste
  hest
hectogram a measure of weight, containing a hundred grams
  hectogramme
  hektogram
hegemonial relating to a hegemony
  hegemonic



  hegemonical
height the highest point
  heighth
  highth
hemianopic having or relating to hemianopia
  hemianoptic
  hemiopic
hemipter one of the Hemiptera, an order of insects including bugs
  hemipteran and cicadas
  hemipteron
hernshaw a heron
  heronsew
  heronshaw
herry to praise, regard as holy
  hery
  herye
hexaplar relating to a hexapla, an edition of the bible in six languages
  hexaplarian
  hexaplaric
hidling in secret
  hidlings
  hidlins
hifalutin pretentious, affected
  highfalutin
  highfaluting
hippen a baby's nappy wrapped around the hips
  hippin
  hipping
hm an interjection expressing thoughtful consideration
  hmm
  hmmm
ho an interjection calling attention; (noun) cessation; a
  hoa disrespectful term for a woman; (vb) to stop
  hoh
hodgepodge a confused mass of ingredients shaken or mixed together in
  hotchpot the same pot
  hotchpotch
hodja an Eastern term of respect, a Muslim teacher or professor
  khodja
  khoja
hodometer an instrument for measuring distance travelled
  odograph
  odometer
hogg a yearling sheep
  hoggerel
  hogget
hogmanay new Year's Eve
  hogmane
  hogmenay
homeotherm an organism that maintains the same temperature
  homoeotherm
  homoiotherm
homuncle a little man, a manikin
  homuncule
  homunculus
honkey a white man
  honkie
  honky
honorand a person receiving an honour, esp an honorary degree
  honoree
  honouree



hooley a boisterous party
  hoolie
  hooly
hoot the note of an owl  (verb) to make a sound like an owl
  hout
  whoot
horologe any instrument for telling the time
  horologion
  horologium
housewife a married woman who looks after the house and family and
  hussif does not have a paid job
  huswife
hryvna the standard monetary unit of the Ukraine, divided into 100
  hryvnia kopiykas
  hryvnya
hubbub a confused sound of many voices
  hubbuboo
  whoobub
hurlbat an ancient Roman boxing glove loaded with metal, aka cestus
  whirlbat
  whorlbat
hyaena a carrion-feeding carnivore of the family Hyaenidae
  hyen
  hyena
hygeist one skilled in hygiene
  hygieist
  hygienist
hylicist one who holds the doctrine of hylism, materialism
  hylist
  hyloist
hypoxaemia a deficiency of oxygenation of the blood
  hypoxemia
  hypoxia
iamb a poetic foot consisting of a short then a long syllable
  iambic
  iambus
impolitic not politic
  impolitical
  unpolitic
impresa a device with a motto
  imprese
  impresse
  improvisor
inapt unfit or unqualified
  inept
  unapt
inherence the state of inhering
  inherency
  inhesion
intenable not tenable
  intenible
  untenable
interess an interest; (vb) to interest
  interesse
  interest
intermont situated between mountains
  intermontane
  intermountain
intifada the uprising in 1987 and continued resistance by Palestinians
  intifadah to Israeli occupation of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank of 

Jordan



  intifadeh
intricate involved, complex
  intrince
  intrinsicate
enveigle to entice
  inveagle
  inveigle
isabel a dingy yellowish-grey or drab
  isabella
  isabelline
ischiadic of or pertaining to the ischium or hip
  ischial
  ischiatic
isocheim a line connecting points of same average winter temperature
  isocheimenal
  isochime
isogametic relating to isogamy, the conjugation of two gametes of equal
  isogamic size and form
  isogamous
isogonal a line on a map connecting points of equal magnetic declination
  isogone
  isogonic
jackfruit an E. Indian tree of the breadfruit family
  jak
  jakfruit
jaeger a German army marksman
  jager
  yager
jaghir the government revenues of a tract of land assigned with
  jaghire power to administer
  jagir
jamadar in the native army of India, an officer of a rank corresponding
  jemadar to that of lieutenant in the English army
  jemidar
jarta heart, used as term of endearment in the Shetlands
  yarta
  yarto
jasey a wig of worsted
  jasy
  jazy
jasp jasper
  jasper
  jaspis
jawari indian millet, aka durra
  jowar
  jowari
jeel extreme cold; jelly; (vb) to set, jell
  jeelie
  jeely
jeesly used as an intensifier
  jeezely
  jeezly
jemmy neat, smart  (noun) a burglar's short crowbar; (vb) to lever
  jimmie with this
  jimmy
jetsam stuff thrown overboard to lighten the load in time of distress
  jetsom which sinks or is washed ashore
  jetson
jodel to sing or shout changing rapidly from normal to falsetto
  yodel
  yodle



jouisance joyousness
  jouysaunce
  jovysaunce
junketeer one who junkets, feasts; (vb) to engage in junketeering
  junketer
  junketter
justicer a judge, magistrate
  justiciar
  justiciary
kaik the South Island dialect word for kainga, a Maori village
  kaika
  kainga
kailyaird a cabbage patch, a kitchen garden
  kailyard
  kaleyard
kaiser an emperor
  keasar
  kesar
kalooki a card game similar to rummy, using two packs of cards and
  kalookie two jokers
  kaluki
kamala the red dusty hairs of the capsules of an E. Indian tree
  kamela used for dyeing silk
  kamila
kapa a kind of cloth prepared by the Polynesians from the inner
  tapa bark of the paper mulberry
  tappa
kashrus the laws of kosher-ness
  kashrut
  kashruth
kat a shrub of E. Africa, Arabia, etc, or its leaves, chewed
  khat or taken as tea for their stimulant effect
  qat
keddah an enclosure used for the capture of wild elephants
  kheda
  khedah
kelim a pileless woven rug traditionally made in the Middle East
  khilim
  kilim
kermess in Europe, particularly in Belgium and Holland, an outdoor
  kermis festival and fair
  kirmess
khotbah an address or public prayer read from the steps of the pulpit
  khotbeh in Mohammedan mosques
  khutbah
kibbe a Syrian dish of ground meat and cracked wheat
  kibbeh
  kibbi
kiddiewink a child
  kiddiewinkie
  kiddywink
kind disposed to do good to others; (noun) a sort or type; (vb)
  kynd (obs.) to beget
  kynde
kinder a kindergarten, a nursery school
  kindie
  kindy
knobble a small knob  (verb) to pound with the fists
  knubble
  nubble
koban an obsolete Japanese gold coin



  kobang
  obang
kokam an East Indian tree
  kokum
  kookum
krans a crown of rock on a mountaintop
  krantz
  kranz
kvas an alcoholic drink of low strength made in Russia and E.
  kvass Europe from cereals and stale bread
  quass
laari a monetary unit of the Maldives, 1/100th of a rufiyaa
  laree
  lari
laborite one who supports workers' rights
  labourist
  labourite
lachrymal relating to tears
  lacrimal
  lacrymal
lacteal pertaining to milk
  lactean
  lacteous
lacunal relating to a lacuna, a gap
  lacunary
  lacunate
lacunar a sunken panel or coffer in a ceiling
  laquearia
  lequear
ladron a robber; a pirate; hence, loosely, a rogue or rascal
  ladrone
  latron
lagan cargo jettisoned from ship but marked by buoys for recovery
  lagend
  ligan
lagoon the stretch of water within an atoll or inside a barrier
  laguna reef
  lagune
laidly loathly
  laithly
  loathly
laith reluctant
  loath
  loth
lampas an inflammation and swelling of the soft parts of the roof
  lampasse of the mouth immediately behind the fore teeth in the horse
  lampers
lanate having or consisting of a woolly covering of hairs
  lanated
  lanose
lang long
  leng
  long
langostino the spiny lobster
  langouste
  langoustine
langrage a shot consisting of canister containing irregular pieces
  langrel of iron, formerly used to damage sails and rigging
  langridge
langspel an old Shetland cithern
  langspiel



  langspil
larkish given to larking
  larksome
  larky
lass a girl
  lassie
  lassock
latifondo a great landed estate
  latifundio
  latifundium
lavalier a loosely-tied bow; a jewelled pendant
  lavaliere
  lavalliere
lavolt a lively dance for couples in 3/4 time
  lavolta
  volta
lazaret a hospital treating infectious diseases
  lazarette
  lazaretto
leasow a pasture
  leasowe
  leaze
leastaways at least; at all events
  leastways
  leastwise
lectern a reading desk or support in a church
  lecturn
  lettern
lecythus a narrow-necked Greek flask
  lekythos
  lekythus
leglan a milking-pail
  leglen
  leglin
lemurian like a lemur
  lemurine
  lemuroid
leve gladly
  lief
  lieve
libeler one who libels
  libelist
  libeller
licencer one who licenses
  licenser
  licensor
lifeful full of vitality
  lifull
  lyfull
lignage lineage
  lineage
  lynage
linch an unploughed strip as a boundary between two fields
  linchet
  lynchet
lingster an interpreter
  linguister
  linkster
linhay a shed with an open front
  linney
  linny



linnet a common finch, feeding on flaxseed
  lintie
  lintwhite
lioncel a small lion used as a bearing
  lioncelle
  lionel
lipid a group of chemicals found in tissues, a constituent of fat
  lipide
  lipin
lissom easily flexed, lithe
  lissome
  lithesome
littlie a young child
  littlin
  littling
loathful full of loathing
  lothefull
  lothfull
lobulate having lobules
  lobulated
  lobulose
locular of eg an ovary, divided into compartments by septa
  loculate
  loculated
loessal relating to loess, a fine-grained wind deposit of clay, sand,
  loessial and silt
  loessic
lollipop a large sweet (esp a boiled sweet), water-ice, or similar
  lollypop confection, on a stick
  lulibub
looey a lieutenant
  looie
  louie
loofa a kind of vine, whose fibrous gourdlike fruit is used as
  loofah sponge
  luffa
lording (arch.) a petty lord
  lordkin
  lordling
lote a lotus
  lotos
  lotus
lucern a fodder plant, aka alfalfa
  lucerne
  luzern
lumberer someone employed in the felling, sawing etc. of timber
  lumberjack
  lumberman
lungee in India, a long cloth used as a loin cloth, turban etc
  lungi
  lungyi
lurdan a dull or sluggish person
  lurdane
  lurden
lustick lusty, healthy
  lustique
  lusty
lustrine a glossy silk cloth
  lustring
  lutestring
lyam a kind of bloodhound



  lym
  lyme
lyophil of a colloid, readily dispersed in a suitable medium
  lyophile
  lyophilic
lysigenetic caused by the breaking down of cells
  lysigenic
  lysigenous
maccabaw a kind of snuff
  maccaboy
  maccoboy
madrona a Californian tree of the Arbutus genus
  madrone
  madrono
magilp a medium used in oil-painting, consisting of linseed-oil
  megilp and mastic varnish
  megilph
magnesial relating to magnesia or magnesium
  magnesian
  magnesic
mahlstick a stick used by painters to steady the hand
  malstick
  maulstick
maigre a large Mediterranean food-fish
  meager
  meagre
maik a mate or consort; a halfpenny
  meck
  meg
maister master; (vb) to master
  master
  mayster
malamute an Alaskan sled dog
  malemiut
  malemute
malander an eruption of the skin behind a horse's knee
  mallander
  mallender
malarial relating to malaria
  malarian
  malarious
malarkey absurd talk, nonsense
  malarky
  mullarky
malmsey a strong sweet wine
  malvesie
  malvoisie
mamakau a tall edible New Zealand tree fern
  mamako
  mamaku
mameluco a child born of a white father and Indian mother
  mameluke
  mamluk
mamillate with nipple-like projections
  mammillate
  mammillated
mammetry the religion of Mohammed; idolatry
  maumetry
  mawmetry
mamzer an illegitimate child; a despicable person
  momser



  momzer
mangey scabby
  mangy
  maungy
manikin an anatomical model of the human body used for teaching
  mannequin
  mannikin
manito a name given by tribes of American Indians to a great spirit,
  manitou whether good or evil, or to any object of worship
  manitu
many consisting of or amounting to a large number  (noun) a large
  monie number
  mony
masoolah a tall, many-oared Indian surfboat
  massoola
  masula
matelot a seaman
  matlo
  matlow
mauby a frothy beverage made from boiled tree-bark
  mobbie
  mobby
maulvi a teacher in Islam
  moolvi
  moolvie
mauther a girl; esp a great awkward girl
  mawr
  mawther
maven an expert, a pundit
  mavin
  mayvin
mead an alcoholic liquor produced by fermenting a mixture of honey
  meath and water
  meathe
meare to divide, mark off
  meer
  mere
meneer the Dutch equivalent of Mr. or Sir; hence, a Dutchman
  mijnheer
  mynheer
meng to mix; to unite, couple
  menge
  ming
merel a counter used in the game of merils
  merell
  meril
mesal in or towards the median plane
  mesial
  mesian
mesaraic relating to the mesentery
  mesenterial
  mesenteric
mescalin the principal alkaloid in mescal, used as a hallucinogen
  mescaline
  mezcaline
mesteso a person of mixed, esp Spanish and American-Indian parentage
  mestino
  mestizo
metestick a measuring rod
  metewand
  meteyard



methink i think
  methinketh
  methinks
micell a group of molecular chains, a structural unit of colloids
  micella
  micelle
micher a truant
  moocher
  moucher
microbial of or like a microbe
  microbian
  microbic
mikva a place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews
  mikvah
  mikveh
mim prim, demure, prudish
  mimsey
  mimsy
mimmick an affected person; (vb) to be over-dainty
  minnick
  minnock
misaunter an unlucky chance, a misfortune
  mischanter
  mishanter
miscegen a person of mixed racial heritage
  miscegene
  miscegine
miscible capable of being mixed
  mixable
  mixible
mishapt misshaped
  misshaped
  misshapen
mither to confuse, stupefy
  moider
  moither
mocuddum a leader, headman
  mokaddam
  muqaddam
moghul an influential person, a magnate
  mogul
  mughal
monact the spicule of a sponge that has a single-spiked structure
  monactinal
  monactine
moner a hypothetical simplest protozoan, the organism on which
  moneran Hackel's version of the evolution theory is based
  moneron
mongo the waste produced in a woollen mill; low quality wool
  mongoe
  mungo
monocot a monocotyledon, a plant having a single cotyledon
  monocotyl
  monocotyledon
mopehawk an owl of Australia and New Zealand
  mopoke
  morepork
motorbicycle a bicycle driven by a motor
  motorbike
  motorcycle
mousey like a mouse, timid; grey



  mousie
  mousy
moust a musk, hair-powder; (vb) to powder
  muist
  must
muckluck a type of sealskin boot
  mucluc
  mukluk
muggar a broad-snouted Indian crocodile
  mugger
  muggur
mulatress a woman of mixed race having one Black and one White parent
  mulatta
  mulattress
murlain a narrow-mouthed basket
  murlan
  murlin
murrhine a kind of clear glassware used to make ancient Roman vases
  murrine
  myrrhine
muscadel a rich spicy wine derived from muscat grapes
  muscadelle
  muscatel
mushrat a large semiaquatic N. American rodent, resembling a beaver
  muskrat
  musquash
mystagog one who teaches mystical doctrines or one who initiates others
  mystagogue into religious cults
  mystagogus
mythopeic myth-making
  mythopoeic
  mythopoetic
naartje a small sweet orange like the mandarin
  naartjie
  nartjie
nach an entertainment in India consisting chiefly of dancing by
  nauch professional dancing girls
  nautch
naething nothing
  nothing
  nuthin
naeve a birthmark
  naevus
  nevus
nandoo the rhea, or S. American ostrich
  nandu
  nhandu
narceen a narcotic alkaloid found in opium
  narcein
  narceine
narial of or relating to the nostrils
  naric
  narine
narwal a kind of whale with a large projecting spiral tusk
  narwhal
  narwhale
naseberry an edible fruit, aka sapodilla
  neesberry
  nisberry
natational relating to swimming; adapted for swimming
  natatorial



  natatory
nathemo nevermore
  nathemore
  nevermore
needle a slender, pointed instrument for sewing  (verb) to irritate
  neeld
  neele
neem an E. Indian tree
  neemb
  nimb
nemertean any of a phylum of wormlike animals, mostly marine, ciliated,
  nemertian often brightly coloured
  nemertine
nervation the arrangement of nerves and veins, esp those of leaves
  nervature
  neuration
nickumpoop a fool; a silly or stupid person
  nicompoop
  nincompoop
nikab a veil covering the face, worn by Muslim women
  niqaab
  niqab
nombles a deer's entrails
  numbles
  umbles
nonet a composition for nine performers
  nonette
  nonetto
northermost most northerly
  northernmost
  northmost
noursle to bring up, foster
  nousell
  nousle
noway in no manner or degree
  noways
  nowise
oaker ochre
  ocher
  ochre
obeahism a form of West Indian witchcraft
  obeism
  obiism
obvolute of a leaf etc., having a margin that alternately overlaps
  obvoluted and is overlapped by that of an opposing leaf
  obvolutive
octet a composition for eight voices; a group of eight lines of
  octett verse
  octette
odalique a female slave; a concubine in a harem
  odalisk
  odalisque
oe a grandchild
  oy
  oye
ogamic of or like ogam
  oghamic
  ogmic
olicook a kind of American doughnut
  olycook
  olykoek



ombrella an umbrella
  umbrella
  umbrello
onward going on
  onwardly
  onwards
oorie dingy, shabby
  ourie
  owrie
opercele an anatomical part that serves as a lid or cover
  opercule
  operculum
opuscle a short work
  opuscule
  opusculum
orang a reddish-brown, tree-dwelling anthropoid ape, found only
  orangutan in the forests of Sumatra and Borneo
  ourang
orcin a dihydric phenol obtained from archil and other lichens
  orcine
  orcinol
ourology the study of urine or the urinary tract
  urinology
  urology
over above, in excess; (noun) a delivery of six balls in cricket;
  ower (vb) to go, leap or vault over
  owre
oviform egg-shaped
  ovoid
  ovoidal
oxgang a bovate or one-eighth of a carucate of ploughland, the share
  oxgate attributed to each ox in a team of eight
  oxland
oxidate to combine with oxygen
  oxidise
  oxidize
ozonation the act of treating with ozone
  ozonisation
  ozonization
pachak costus-root
  putchock
  putchuk
pachalic the jurisdiction of a pasha
  pashalic
  pashalik
pachouli an Asiatic tree with a fragrant perfume oil; the resulting
  patchouli perfume
  patchouly
paddymelon any of several small wallabies
  pademelon
  padymelon
paedagogic like a paedagogue
  pedagogic
  pedagogical
paedagogue one who teaches; by extension, a pedant
  pedagog
  pedagogue
painim a pagan
  panim
  paynim
pairial a pair-royal, a throw of three dice all the same



  parial
  prial
palustral of marshes, inhabiting marshes
  palustrian
  palustrine
pancheon a wide-brimmed, shallow vessel into which milk was poured
  panchion and left to settle, so that the cream could separate
  puncheon
pandurate fiddle-shaped, eg of leaves
  pandurated
  panduriform
panick any grass of the genus Panicum
  panicum
  pannick
pannicle a thin, sheetlike garment
  panniculus
  pannikel
pantalet long drawers, usually trimmed with ruffles, extending below
  pantalets the skirts
  pantalettes
papaw a tree of the custard-apple family; its fruit
  papaya
  pawpaw
papish a supporter of the Pope
  papisher
  papist
paramedic (someone) helping doctors or supplementing medical work
  paramedical
  paramedico
paranoeic suffering from paranoia; (noun) someone suffering from paranoia
  paranoiac
  paranoic
pardah seclusion of women from public observation among Muslims
  purda and some Hindus
  purdah
parecious of certain mosses, having the male and female reproductive
  paroecious organs near one another
  paroicous
parev of food, containing neither dairy nor meat ingredients
  pareve
  parve
parka a fur shirt or coat with a hood
  parkee
  parki
parotic situated near the ear
  parotid
  parotis
parridge porridge
  parritch
  porridge
pashka a rich dessert of cottage cheese, cream, almonds, raisins
  paska etc. traditionally served at Easter
  paskha
pauldron a shoulder-plate of a suit of armour
  pouldron
  puldron
paver a person who lays paving-stones; a machine for tamping down
  pavior paving-stones
  paviour
pavis a shield for the entire body
  pavise



  pavisse
pearst pierced
  perst
  pierst
peatary a region, bog or moor covered with peat
  peatery
  petary
peddlery the trade of peddler
  pedlary
  pedlery
peelgarlic a bald person; a person looked upon with humorous contempt
  pilgarlic or mock pity
  pilgarlick
peeoy a homemade firework
  pioy
  pioye
peepul the bo tree
  pipal
  pipul
peewee a bird, the lapwing or plover
  peewit
  pewit
peishwa the chief minister of the Mahrattas
  peishwah
  peshwa
pellach a porpoise
  pellack
  pellock
pelletify to make into a pellet
  pelletise
  pelletize
peloria abnormal symmetry of structure in flowers normally zygomorphic
  pelorism (eg toadflax)
  pelory
pencel a small pennon
  pensel
  pensil
peni penny
  penie
  penny
peplos a draped outer robe worn usually by women in ancient Greece
  peplum
  peplus
pepo any fleshy fruit with a firm rind, as a pumpkin, melon, or
  peponida gourd
  peponium
peraeon the thorax of some crustaceans
  pereion
  pereon
peraeopod each of the eight walking limbs of a crustacean such as a
  pereiopod crab or lobster, growing from the thorax
  pereopod
perceant piercing
  persant
  persaunt
peripeteia a sudden and violent change in circumstances, esp in drama
  peripetia
  peripety
perjink prim, finical
  perjinkety
  prejink



perog a large Russian pie, stuffed with meat, fish, eggs, or cabbage
  pierog
  pirog
perseline purslane
  purslain
  purslane
perv pervert; (vb) to behave as a sexual pervert
  perve
  pervo
petara in India, a travelling box for clothes
  pitara
  pitarah
petiolate having a petiole, a leafstalk
  petiolated
  petioled
peytral a piece of armour for the breast of a horse
  peytrel
  poitrel
phiz physiognomy, the face
  phizog
  phizz
picadillo a traditional Mexican dish of ground meat, tomatoes etc
  piccadillo
  pickadillo
piccadilly a high, stiff collar for the neck
  pickadil
  pickadilly
picket a person or group stationed to watch and dissuade those who
  picquet go to work during a strike; (vb) to act as a picket
  piquet
pigsney darling, sweetheart
  pigsnie
  pigsny
pilgrim someone who goes on a pilgrimage; (vb) to travel to a holy
  pilgrimager place for religious purposes
  pilgrimer
pileous consisting of, or covered with, hair
  pilose
  pilous
pioneer someone who is among the first in new fields of enterprise,
  pioner exploration etc.; (vb) to take part in the beginnings of
  pyoner
pisheog sorcery
  pishoge
  pishogue
pisky a small fairy
  pixie
  pixy
pistoleer one who uses a pistol
  pistolero
  pistolier
placcat a leather doublet with strips of steel
  placcate
  placket
placet a decision of a court or assembly
  placit
  placitum
plasmatic of or like a plasma, an ionized gas containing electrons
  plasmatical and free positive ions
  plasmic
plast old past of place, to set in a particular position



  plaste
  yplast
plectre a pick for stringed instruments
  plectron
  plectrum
pledgeor a person who deposits something as a pledge or pawn
  pledger
  pledgor
plew a beaver pelt
  plu
  plue
plimsol a rubber-soled canvas shoe
  plimsole
  plimsoll
plong to plunge
  plonge
  plunge
plotter (Scots) to dabble in liquid; to potter
  plouter
  plowter
plumate having feathers or plumes
  plumose
  plumous
plump well-rounded and full in form
  plumpie
  plumpy
pocosen an upland swamp of the coastal plain of the southeastern U.S
  pocosin
  pocoson
poignado a small dagger
  poinado
  poniard
poleax a battleaxe consisting of an axe-head on a long handle
  poleaxe
  pollaxe
policy an action or a procedure considered with reference to prudence
  pollicie or expediency
  pollicy
polyact of a marine animal, having many rays or tentacles
  polyactinal
  polyactine
polymastia the presence of supernumerary breasts or nipples
  polymastism
  polymasty
pompom any trifling ornament for a woman's dress or bonnet
  pompon
  pompoon
poperin a variety of pear
  poppering
  poprin
porpess a porpoise
  porpesse
  porpoise
porrenger a small dish for soup or porridge
  porringer
  pottinger
portolan in the Middle Ages, a navigation manual
  portolano
  portulan
pos positive
  poz



  pozz
poshteen an Afghan greatcoat
  posteen
  postin
potlach a social event which features reciprocal gift-giving
  potlache
  potlatch
potshard a fragment of pottery
  potshare
  potsherd
praepostor the name used for a prefect in some English public schools
  prepositor
  prepostor
preggers pregnant
  preggo
  preggy
prelatial relating to a prelate, a bishop or abbot of superior rank
  prelatic
  prelatical
pressie a present
  pressy
  prezzie
prewyn a prune
  pruine
  prune
prex the president of a college
  prexie
  prexy
primatial of or pertaining to ecclesiastical primacy; (noun) a primate
  primatic
  primatical
princekin a petty prince
  princelet
  princeling
procaryote a bacterium or blue-green algae whose nucleus lacks a limiting
  prokaryot membrane
  prokaryote
prodroma any symptom that signals the impending onset of a disease
  prodrome
  prodromus
proem an introduction, a prelude
  prooemion
  prooemium
promiser one who makes a promise
  promisor
  promissor
proteid an archaic name for protein
  proteide
  protein
prothyl a hypothetical primitive substance from which the chemical
  protyl elements were thought to have been formed
  protyle
pufftaloonas a type of fried cake, eaten hot with jam, honey or sugar
  puftaloon
  puftaloonies
puisne puny; surviving as a term applied to certain junior judges;
  puisny
  puny
pulk a Laplander's boat-shaped sledge
  pulka
  pulkha



pusley purslane
  pussley
  pussly
pyralid a family of small or medium-sized moths
  pyralidid
  pyralis
pyritic consisting of, or resembling, pyrites
  pyritical
  pyritous
pyrogenetic produced by, or producing, heat or fever
  pyrogenic
  pyrogenous
pyroligneous produced by the action of heat on wood
  pyrolignic
  pyroxylic
pyroxyle any of the nitrocelluloses
  pyroxylin
  pyroxyline
qindar a monetary unit of Albania, equal to one-hundredth of a lek
  qintar
  quintar
quaestor an ancient Roman public treasurer or assistant military 
  quaestuary commander
  questor
quandang a small Australian tree of the sandalwood family
  quandong
  quantong
quazzy unwell
  queasy
  queazy
queest the ringdove or wood-pigeon
  quist
  quoist
quibble an evasive turning away from the point in question to something
  quiblin irrelevant
  quillet
quinela a bet whereby the bettor must pick first two winners of a
  quinella race but not necessarily in order
  quiniela
quinin a colourless, bitter alkaloid obtained from cinchona bark,
  quinina used as an antipyretic or analgesic
  quinine
quintet a composition for five voices or instruments
  quintett
  quintette
quipo a device of knotted cords, used by Incas of Peru to calculate
  quippu or order information
  quipu
rachidial of or like a rachis, the spine or axis of a feather
  rachidian
  rhachidial
raddleman one who marks eg sheep with raddle
  reddleman
  ruddleman
radicel a rootlike organ or part
  radicle
  radicule
raia a non-Muslim subject of Turkey
  raya
  rayah
raine to reign



  rayne
  reign
rally a gathering for a common purpose; (vb) to call together for
  rallye a common purpose
  reallie
ramakin a small casserole dish in which cheese souffle, eggs etc.
  ramekin are served
  ramequin
ramal of or pertaining to a ramus or branch
  rameal
  rameous
ramate branched, as the stem or root of a plant
  ramose
  ramous
ramee rhea or China grass, a plant of the nettle family
  rami
  ramie
rancel a search for stolen goods
  ransel
  ranzel
rareripe a fruit that ripens early
  ratheripe
  rathripe
ratan any of various esp Malaysian climbing plants with long thin
  rattan stems
  rotan
rateen a rough dress fabric
  ratine
  ratteen
ratton a rat
  rottan
  rotten
raygrass a pasture and fodder type of grass
  ryeflour
  ryegrass
razmataz a to-do, a hullabaloo
  razzamatazz
  razzmatazz
reaedify to rebuild
  reaedifye
  reedify
reak to reckon, care for, heed
  reck
  reke
reave to rob, plunder
  reive
  rieve
reaver a raider, plunderer
  reiver
  riever
reawake to awake again
  rewake
  rewaken
recce reconnaissance; (vb) to reconnoitre
  recco
  reccy
rechlesse reckless
  reckless
  retchless
recoure to recover
  recover



  recower
reenforce to strengthen with new force, assistance, material, or support
  reinforce
  renforce
referable capable of being referred
  referrable
  referrible
reillume to light again
  relume
  relumine
reinette a name given to many different kinds of apples, mostly of
  rennet French origin
  runnet
reistafel an Indonesian rice dish
  rijstafel
  rijsttafel
remedial affording a remedy
  remediat
  remediate
renay to renounce, abjure
  reney
  reny
repriefe reproach, insult
  reproof
  reproval
requight to requite
  requit
  requite
rescue to free from danger
  reskew
  reskue
resiance a residence, abode
  residence
  residency
responder one who responds
  responser
  responsor
revenge malicious injury in return for injury received; (vb) to inflict
  revengement injury in return for
  vengement
rhomboid a parallelogram with unequal sides
  rhomboides
  rhomboideus
ribaldry ribald language, behaviour, etc.
  ribaudry
  rybaudrye
riband a ribbon
  ribband
  ribbon
ricercar any of various contrapuntal instrumental forms esp of the
  ricercare 16th and 17th centuries
  ricercata
rigidify to make rigid
  rigidise
  rigidize
rinsable that can be rinsed
  rinseable
  rinsible
ripeck a pole used for mooring a punt
  ryepeck
  rypeck



rochet a close-fitting surplice-like vestment worn by bishops and
  rocquet abbots
  roquet
rocklay a short cloak
  rokelay
  roquelaure
rollock a contrivance serving as a fulcrum for an oar
  rowlock
  rullock
ronion a mangy or scabby creature
  ronyon
  runnion
ront a runt
  ronte
  runt
room a walled space within a building  (verb) to occupy a room
  roum
  rowme
roral dewy
  roric
  rorid
rubin a ruby
  rubine
  ruby
rude boorish;  (noun) a rude boy
  rudesby
  rudie
rugalach in Jewish cooking, small crescent-shaped pastries filled
  rugelach with fruit, nuts etc
  ruggelach
rugate wrinkled; covered with sunken lines
  rugose
  rugous
rustic of or like the country  (noun) one who lives in the country
  rustical
  rusticial
sabkha a broad, salt-encrusted coastal plain above the level of
  sabkhah normal tides
  sabkhat
sacbut a mediaeval music instrument
  sackbut
  sagbut
sackless quiet; peaceable; harmless; innocent
  sacless
  saikless
safeguard a device, condition, or arrangement ensuring safety; (vb)
  saufgard to keep safe
  savegard
sagittal shaped like an arrowhead
  sagittate
  sagittiform
sagoin a kind of monkey, aka titi
  sagouin
  saguin
saic a Levantine vessel like a ketch
  saick
  saique
saice a stableman or groom, esp in India
  sice
  syce
saist 2nd pers. sing. of say



  sayest
  sayst
sakia an Eastern waterwheel
  sakieh
  sakiyeh
salable able to be sold
  saleable
  sellable
saladang a kind of buffalo
  seladang
  sladang
salade in medieval armour, a light helmet extending over the back
  salet of the neck
  sallet
salimeter an instrument for measuring the amount of salt present in
  salinometer any given solution
  salometer
salep dried orchid tubers; a food or drug prepared from them
  saloop
  salop
samech the 15th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
  samek
  samekh
sanatorium a hospital, esp for tuberculosis
  sanitarium
  sanitorium
sandbur an annual herb
  sandburr
  sandspur
sanga a temporary fortification
  sangar
  sungar
sannyasi a Hindu ascetic or hermit who lives by begging
  sannyasin
  sanyasi
sansa an African musical instrument, aka mbira
  zanza
  zanze
sapego a dry, scaly eruption on the skin; esp a ringworm
  serpigo
  suppeago
sarape a blanket or shawl worn as an outer garment by the Spanish
  serape Americans, as in Mexico
  zarape
sardonian sardonic
  sardonic
  sardonical
sargo a fish, sea-bream
  sargos
  sargus
sarmie a sandwich
  sarney
  sarnie
sasarara a scolding; a blow
  sassarara
  siserary
sastra any of the sacred writings of Hinduism
  shaster
  shastra
satinet a thin satin
  satinetta



  satinette
satiriser one who satirises
  satirist
  satirizer
sabine a species of juniper
  savin
  savine
savorous having a savor
  savory
  savoury
sax a chopper for trimming slate
  zax
  zex
scalawag an undersized animal of little value; a good-for-nothing,
  scallawag a rascal
  scallywag
scalper a semicircular gouging chisel
  scauper
  scorper
scapa to run away, leave without notice
  scarpa
  scarper
scare something that frightens  (verb) to frighten
  scarre
  scaur
scat to scare away
  scatt
  skat
scatole a crystalline compound found in faeces and coal tar
  skatol
  skatole
scaury in the Orkneys, a young gull
  scourie
  scowrie
schanse a heap of stones used as protection against rifle-fire
  schantze
  schanze
schatchen a matchmaker
  shadchan
  shadkhan
schlock something of inferior quality
  schlocker
  shlock
schlockey worthless, trashy (SCHLOCKEY can also be a noun)
  schlocky
  shlocky
schmaltz fat, grease, oil; maudlin sentimentality
  schmalz
  shmaltz
schmaltzy sickly sentimental
  schmalzy
  shmaltzy
schmatte clothing, rags
  schmutter
  shmatte
schnoz the nose
  schnozz
  schnozzle
schoole a shoal
  shaul
  shoal



schvartze a black person
  schwartze
  shvartze
sciamachy fighting with a shadow or an imaginary opponent
  sciomachy
  skiamachy
scissel metal clippings; scrap metal
  scissil
  sizel
sciurid a member of the squirrel family
  sciurine
  sciuroid
sclate slate; (vb) to slate
  sklate
  slate
scleroid of tissue, hard, hardened
  sclerotic
  sclerous
scoriac like slag
  scoriaceous
  scorious
scotoma dizziness with dimness of sight
  scotomia
  scotomy
scouther a scorch, burn  (verb) to scorch, singe
  scowder
  scowther
screen a device to divide, conceal or protect; (vb) to provide or
  scriene protect with a screen
  skreen
scrimmage a noisy dispute or tussle; a rough or confused struggle >
  scrummage vb to take part in a scrimmage
  skrimmage
scrimshander to ornament, as shells, ivory, etc., by engraving, and 
  scrimshandy rubbing pigments into the incised lines
  scrimshaw
scruncheon (Canadian) a small crisp piece of fried pork fat
  scrunchin
  scrunchion
scuddaler in Shetland, the leader of a band of guisers
  scudler
  skudler
scuddle to run hastily; to scuttle
  scuttle
  skuttle
scythe a single-bladed cutting implement; (vb) to cut with a scythe
  sieth
  sithe
sear scorched, withered  (noun) the catch that holds a gun at
  seare cock or half-cock; (vb) to burn
  sere
seawan shell beads used by Algonquin Indians as money
  seawant
  sewan
seemlihead seemliness
  seemlihed
  seemlyhed
sehri a meal eaten before sunrise by those fasting during Ramadan
  sohur
  suhur
seigneur a lord, esp of a manor



  seignior
  signieur
seigniorial related to a seignior
  seignoral
  seignorial
seik sick
  sic
  sick
seismal relating to a seism or earthquake
  seismic
  seismical
seme in heraldry, strewn or scattered with small bearings; (noun)
  semee a type of ornamental pattern
  semeed
semimat having a slight lustre
  semimatt
  semimatte
sepiost cuttlebone
  sepiostaire
  sepium
septet a set of seven persons or objects; as, a septet of singers
  septette
  septuor
serenade a piece of vocal music, esp one on an amorous subject; (vb)
  serenata to address a serenade to
  serenate
sergeanty a condition of tenure by service in person to the king
  serjeantry
  serjeanty
serr to press close, close the ranks of
  serre
  serry
seruewe to surview
  servewe
  surview
sestina an old verse-form of six six-lined stanzas
  sestine
  sextain
shaird a fragment
  shard
  sherd
shamiana in India, a large tent, awning or canopy
  shamianah
  shamiyanah
sharif a descendant of Mohammed through his daughter Fatima
  shereef
  sherif
shashlick a type of lamb kebab
  shashlik
  shaslik
shaw to show
  shew
  show
shealing a rough hut near summer pasture used as shelter
  sheiling by shepherds
  shieling
sheeney a Jew, a pawnbroker
  sheenie
  sheeny
sheldduck a large duck of genus Tadorna
  shelduck



  shellduck
sheldrake a male shelduck
  shelldrake
  shieldrake
shibah in Judaism, a period of seven days' mourning observed after
  shiva a family member's funeral
  shivah
shoat a young pig, esp one that has just been weaned
  shote
  shotte
shoggle to joggle
  shoogie
  shoogle
shola an Indian plant with a pith used in making tropical hats,
  sola aka spongewood
  solah
shool to saunter, skulk
  shoole
  shule
shraddha an offering to the manes of an ancestor
  sraddha
  sradha
sib a blood relation, a kinsman
  sibb
  sybbe
sibylic of or like a sibyl
  sibyllic
  sibylline
sickee a day off work
  sickie
  sicky
sideway from the side
  sideways
  sidewise
silicle a seed vessel resembling a silique, but about as broad as
  silicula it is long
  silicule
silkalene a soft light cotton fabric resembling silk
  silkaline
  silkoline
sillabub a drink or gelatin dessert consisting of wine and sweetened
  sillibub milk
  syllabub
simorg a monstrous bird of Persian fable
  simurg
  simurgh
skean a double-edged dagger used in Ireland and Scotland
  skeen
  skene
skijorer one who does skijoring
  skikjorer
  skiorer
skijoring the sport of being drawn on skis over snow by horse or motor
  skikjoring
  skioring
skilful full of skill
  skilfull
  skillful
skilligalee a thin gruel
  skilligolee
  skilly



slanter a dodge, a trick
  slenter
  slinter
sleek smooth, glossy  (verb) to make smooth
  sleeken
  sleeky
sleepery sleepy
  sleepry
  sleepy
sloebush the blackthorn
  sloethorn
  sloetree
slogan a motto adopted by a group
  slughorn
  slughorne
sloid a Swedish system of manual training by woodwork
  slojd
  sloyd
smeik smoke; (vb) to smoke
  smeke
  smoke
smiddy a smithy; (vb) to smithy
  smith
  smithy
smile the expression of the face when smiling  (verb) to upturn
  smoile the corners of the mouth in pleasure
  smoyle
smir fine misty rain  (verb) to drizzle
  smirr
  smur
smoot a compositor who does odd jobs in various printing houses
  smout > vb to work in this way
  smowt
snaphance a freebooter; a flintlock; a spring catch or trap
  snaphaunce
  snaphaunch
snoke to snuff or smell about
  snook
  snowk
socle a plain face or plinth at the foot of a wall, column etc
  zocco
  zoccolo
sodain sudden
  sodaine
  sudden
soja a dark, salty sauce made from fermented soy beans and wheat
  soy flour
  soya
someway in some way, somehow
  someways
  somewise
sordine a cone-shaped mute for a trumpet
  sordino
  sourdine
southermost most southerly
  southernmost
  southmost
sowf to whistle or hum softly
  sowff
  sowth
spadille the ace of spades in the game of ombre



  spadillio
  spadillo
spain to wean
  spane
  spean
spait a flood, a surge
  spate
  speat
sparling a kind of fish, the smelt
  sperling
  spirling
sparth a long battleaxe
  sparthe
  sperthe
spasmatic in spasms
  spasmatical
  spasmic
speer to ask
  speir
  spier
spellican a small slip of wood, ivory, etc, to be picked out from a
  spilikin heap without disturbing the others in the game of spillikins
  spillikin
spheral relating to a sphere; perfectly round
  spheric
  spherical
spic a person from a Spanish-speaking American country
  spick
  spik
spinet a musical instrument like a small harpsichord
  spinette
  spinnet
splatch a splash, a splotch; (vb) to splotch
  splodge
  splotch
spondoolicks cash, money
  spondulicks
  spondulix
spongeous somewhat spongy; spongelike
  spongiose
  spongious
squab fat, clumsy, unfledged  (noun) a young pigeon; (vb) to stuff,
  squabbish upholster
  squabby
squamate like, having or covered with scales; (noun) a creature covered
  squamose with scales
  squamous
squamella a little scale
  squamula
  squamule
squiff tipsy, drunk
  squiffed
  squiffy
stalactic of or like a stalactite
  stalactitic
  stalactitical
stanchel an upright beam, bar or support; (vb) to support by a stanchel
  stancher
  stanchion
stanza a division of a poem
  stanze



  stanzo
steady well-balanced  (verb) to make steady
  steddy
  steedy
steaning sTEAN, to line eg a well with stone; (noun) a stone lining of
  steening a well
  steining
stearin a hard fat
  stearine
  tristearin
stelar relating to a stele, an upright stone slab
  stelene
  stelic
stiddie a blacksmith's forge or anvil; (vb) to stithy
  stithy
  studdie
stillage a frame or stand for keeping things off the floor; a cask
  stilling stand
  stillion
stir bustle, activity
  stire
  styre
stogey a long inexpensive cigar
  stogie
  stogy
stomatodaeum in embryology, the invagination that forms the anterior part
  stomodaeum of the digestive tract
  stomodeum
stoope a vessel for holy water
  stoup
  stowp
strabismal of or like a strabismus, a squint
  strabismic
  strabismical
strain a violent effort; (vb) to exert to the utmost
  streigne
  strene
stravage to wander about idly
  stravaig
  strayve
straw to scatter, spread
  strew
  strow
strobil a scaly spike of female flowers, as in the hop
  strobile
  strobilus
strumatic scrofulous; having strumae
  strumose
  strumous
subadar a native officer in an Indian regiment corresponding to a
  subahdar captain
  subedar
subereous like cork in appeaance or texture
  suberose
  suberous
subfeu a feu granted to a vassal; (vb) to make a subinfeudation of
  subinfeud
  subinfeudate
subfusc duskish; moderately dark; (noun) dark, formal clothes worn in
  subfuscous combination with the academic gown, esp at Oxford University
  subfusk



subtil subtle, delicate
  subtile
  subtle
sundari an E. Indian tree
  sundra
  sundri
svastika a Greek cross with arms bent at a right angle
  swastica
  swastika
swaggie a swagman, a man who seeks work while traveling about carrying
  swagman his swag
  swagsman
swankey an active, smart, vigorous person
  swankie
  swanky
swart dark-complexioned, blackish
  swarthy
  swarty
swarth swarthy; (noun) the quantity of grass cut down by one sweep of
  swath the scythe
  swathe
sway a swinging or sweeping motion; rule; (vb) to move slowly back
  swee and forth
  swey
sybaritic like a sybarite, devoted to luxury
  sybaritical
  sybaritish
sylvin a native potassium chloride, a source of potash
  sylvine
  sylvite
syncopal of or showing syncope, the shortening a word by the omission
  syncopic of a sound, letter, or syllable from the middle of the word
  syncoptic
syzygal related to a syzygy
  syzygetic
  syzygial
taber a light medieval drum buckled onto the player's chest; (vb)
  tabor to play on this
  tabour
taboo a prohibition, interdict; (vb) to forbid as eg unclean
  tabu
  tapu
taboret a low stool without a back or arms; a low stand or cabinet;
  tabouret an embroidery frame
  tabret
taborin a small drum longer in body than the tabor
  taborine
  tabourin
tacamahac a gum resin yielded by various tropical trees
  tacmahack
  takamaka
taeniate ribbonlike; shaped like a ribbon or tapeworm
  taenioid
  tenioid
taffarel the rail round the stern of a ship
  tafferel
  taffrail
taffy a hard-baked chewy sweet, made of sugar and butter
  toffee
  toffy
taillie an entailment or deed whereby the legal course of succession



  tailye is cut off, and an arbitrary one substituted
  tailzie
talant talon
  talaunt
  talon
tallat in the West of England, a loft
  tallet
  tallot
tallis the traditional prayer shawl worn by Jewish men
  tallit
  tallith
talooka a large estate, a revenue district
  taluk
  taluka
tamarao a small wild buffalo of the Philippines
  tamarau
  timarau
tamboura an Eastern stringed instrument, used to produce a drone
  tambur
  tambura
tantara a trumpet fanfare; a hunting cry
  tantarara
  tarantara
taroc a pack of cards used in fortune-telling
  tarok
  tarot
tarras an earthy volcanic tuff used as a hydraulic cement
  terras
  trass
tartan a plaid cloth  a small, single-masted Mediterranean ship
  tartana with a lateen sail
  tartane
tater a potato
  tatie
  tattie
tattoo a design marked on the skin by pricking in indelible dyes
  tattow
  tatu
tava a griddle in Indian cookery
  tavah
  tawa
teachie tetchy
  techy
  tetchy
teasel a plant with thistle-like flowers surrounded by prickly bracts
  teazel
  teazle
teen injury, pain; (vb) to injure
  teene
  tene
teepee a Native American tent
  tepee
  tipi
tegmen the inner covering of a seed
  tegumen
  tegument
tellar a sapling, a shoot from a tree-stump; (vb) to produce such
  teller a shoot
  tiller
tendence tendency, esp in composition
  tendency



  tendenz
tenebrious gloomy, obscure
  tenebrose
  tenebrous
tercet a triplet of lines that rhyme together or are connected with
  terzetta adjacent rhymes
  tiercet
terf turf
  terfe
  turf
terret a metal ring on a harness through which the reins pass
  territ
  torret
teuchat the lapwing
  tewhit
  tewit
tewart a strong-timbered eucalyptus
  tooart
  tuart
theatral of or pertaining to a theatre
  theatric
  theatrical
theorematic of or like a theorem
  theorematical
  theoremic
theosoph a believer in theosophy, immediate divine illumination or
  theosopher wisdom
  theosophist
thickie a stupid person
  thicko
  thicky
thistle a prickly composite plant with pink, white, yellow but usually
  thrissel purple flower-heads
  thristle
thole to endure, bear
  thowel
  thowl
thro through
  through
  thru
thylose an ingrowth from a neighbouring cell through a pit into a
  thylosis vessel
  tylosis
tichy very small
  titchie
  titchy
tidivate to spruce up or adorn
  titivate
  tittivate
tikoloshe in Bantu folklore, a hairy malevolent dwarflike creature
  tokoloshe with supernatural powers
  tokoloshi
tittuppy gay, lively, unsteady
  tittupy
  titupy
tiyn a monetary unit of Kazakhstan
  tyin
  tyiyn
tiz a state of confusion
  tizz
  tizzy



toilsome demanding much exertion
  toylesome
  toylsom
toiseach a Celtic nobleman
  toisech
  toshach
tolsel a tollbooth; a merchants' meeting place, or exchange
  tolsey
  tolzey
toluene a hydrocarbon of the aromatic series, homologous with benzene
  toluol
  toluole
tonsilar relating to the tonsils
  tonsillar
  tonsillary
toonie a Canadian two-dollar coin
  twonie
  twoonie
topek an Inuit animal-skin tent
  tupek
  tupik
toponymal relating to toponymy, the study of place-names
  toponymic
  toponymical
touraco any one of several species of bird of the genus Turacus,
  turaco native to Africa
  turacou
tovarich friend, comrade
  tovarisch
  tovarish
towmon a twelvemonth
  towmond
  towmont
trabecular having trabeculae, transversely barred
  trabeculate
  trabeculated
tramel to trammel
  tramell
  trammel
tramontana a cold north wind in Italy
  tramontane
  transmontane
transmew to transmute; to transform
  transmove
  transmute
trappean of or pertaining to trap, a kind of rock
  trappose
  trappous
travis a stall partition; a stall
  trevis
  treviss
tray the three in cards or dice
  trey
  trez
treacher a traitor; a deceiver
  treacherer
  treachour
treenail a wooden peg that swells when wet, used for fastening timbers,
  trenail esp in shipbuilding
  trunnel
tressel a support consisting of a horizontal beam and sloping legs



  trest
  trestle
trews full-length trousers worn by Scot regiments; close-cut tartan
  trooz drawers sometimes worn under the kilt in Highland dress
  trouse
triact three-rayed; (noun) a three-rayed sponge spicule
  triactinal
  triactine
tricuspid having three cusps, or points; (noun) a tricuspid tooth
  tricuspidal
  tricuspidate
tridental having three prongs
  tridentate
  tridented
trie to try
  try
  trye
trier one who tries
  trior
  tryer
triscele a figure consisting of three radiating curves or legs
  triskele
  triskelion
trist sad
  triste
  tristful
troak to barter
  trock
  troke
troche a medicinal tablet or lozenge; strictly, one of circular
  trochiscus form
  trochisk
troelie an Amazonian palm tree, aka bussu; its immense leaf, used
  troely for thatching
  troolie
czardom the office of czar
  tsardom
  tzardom
tsetse a small fly that transmits trypanosome parasites
  tzetse
  tzetze
tucotuco an American rodent of mole-like habits
  tucutuco
  tucutucu
turbeth the root of Ipomea turpethum, a plant of Ceylon, used as
  turbith a purgative
  turpeth
turbinal scroll-like
  turbinate
  turbinated
tussac as in tussac grass, a kind of grass
  tussock
  tussuck
tutoress a female tutor
  tutress
  tutrix
tyran a tyrant; (vb) to tyrannize
  tyranne
  tyrant
umpteenth the ordinal of umpteen; (noun) an indefinitely large number in
  umptieth a sequence



  umteenth
unbrizzed unbruised
  unbruised
  unbrused
unisonal being in unison
  unisonant
  unisonous
unked odd; strange; uncouth
  unket
  unkid
unkend unknown; strange
  unkenned
  unkent
unsoncy unlucky
  unsonsie
  unsonsy
unvail to unveil
  unvaile
  unveil
unweldy unwieldy
  unwieldly
  unwieldy
uprest a rising
  uprising
  uprist
upsee a carousal
  upsey
  upsy
uraemia the retention of waste materials normally excreted
  uremia
  urinemia
urde pointed, with a pattern of points
  urdee
  urdy
utopian of or pertaining to Utopia; (noun) one who believes in Utopia
  utopiast
  utopist
valkyr in Norse mythology, a chooser of the slain
  valkyrie
  walkyrie
vallonia a tanning material, made from the acorns of a Levantine oak
  valonea
  valonia
vambrace a piece of armour designed to protect the arm from the elbow
  vantbrace to the wrist
  vantbrass
vaporable that can be vaporized
  vaporizable
  vapourable
varec a kind of seaweed, aka kelp
  varech
  vraic
varment a pest, vermin
  varmint
  vermin
vassail vessel
  vessail
  vessel
vastitude vastness
  vastity
  vastness



vauntie boastful, vain
  vaunty
  vawntie
veale to veil
  veil
  vele
veggie vegetarian; (noun) a vegetarian
  vegie
  vego
veinous full of veins
  veiny
  venose
veldschoen a shoe made of rawhide
  veldskoen
  velskoen
velour a woollen stuff with velvetlike pile
  velours
  velure
vendace a whitefish, found in Scottish lochs
  vendis
  vendiss
venereal relating to sexual desire or intercourse
  venerean
  venereous
venewe a venue
  veney
  venue
ventricle either of the two muscular lower chambers of the heart, which
  ventricule pump the blood to the arteries and through the body
  ventriculus
vera very
  verra
  very
veratria an alkaloid or mixture of alkaloids obtained from white 

hellebore
  veratrin rhizomes, sabadilla, etc
  veratrine
vibratile capable of vibratory motion
  vibrative
  vibratory
vicenary based on the number twenty
  vicesimal
  vigesimal
victoress a female victor
  victress
  victrix
vild vile
  vilde
  vile
visie a close or careful look; (vb) to take a close look
  vizy
  vizzie
visionary a person of imagination or foresight
  visioner
  visionist
viverra a member of the ferret or civet family
  viverrid
  viverrine
vug a small unfilled cavity in a lode or in rock
  vugg
  vugh



vulturine like a vulture; rapacious
  vulturish
  vulturous
wabble an unsteady movement  (verb) to wobble
  wibble
  wobble
wack crazy  (noun) an eccentric, mad, or crazy person; a crackpot
  wacko
  whacko
waconda a supernatural force in Sioux belief
  wahconda
  wakanda
wae woe
  wo
  woe
waif a neglected, abandoned or orphaned child; (vb) to cast up
  waift as a waif
  wefte
wairsh tasteless, insipid, unsalted
  wearish
  wersh
wale a ridge raised on the flesh by the stroke of a whip; (vb)
  weal to mark with wales
  wheal
walkmill a fulling-mill
  waukmill
  waulkmill
wallie an idiot or imbecile
  wally
  waly
wammus a kind of cardigan or strong jacket buttoned at the neck
  wampus or wrists
  wamus
wandle supple, pliant, nimble; (vb) to walk haltingly
  wanle
  wannel
warran to warrant
  warrand
  warrant
warre worse
  waur
  worse
warsler a wrestler
  warstler
  wrestler
warst worst
  waurst
  worst
watap a fibre or thread made by some N. American Indian peoples
  watape from the split roots of conifers, esp white spruce
  wattape
waul to cry like a cat
  wawl
  wrawl
wax to grow larger
  wex
  wexe
weel a whirlpool; a fish-trap
  weil
  wiel
weird eerily strange



  weyard
  weyward
weirdie a very strange person
  weirdo
  weirdy
wha who
  whae
  who
whap to beat
  whop
  wop
whaten what kind of
  whatna
  whatten
wheenge to whinge
  whinge
  winge
whereso wherever
  wheresoever
  wherever
whidah a group of African birds related to the finch
  whyda
  whydah
whoosis an object or person whose name is not known
  whosis
  whosit
wicken the rowan tree
  wicky
  witchen
wickiup a N. American Indian hut constructed with an oval frame and
  wickyup covered with grass or mats
  wikiup
widthway across the width, as distinct from lengthways
  widthways
  widthwise
wifedom the state of being a wife
  wifehood
  wivehood
wight swift, nimble  (noun) a creature or a person; (vb) (Scots)
  wite to blame, lay the blame on
  wyte
williwau a strong gust of cold wind blowing seawards from a mountainous
  williwaw coast, as in the Straits of Magellan
  willywaw
wimmin women
  women
  womyn
winey like or tasting of wine
  winish
  winy
winterly like winter, cheerless
  wintery
  wintry
wirricow the devil, a hobgoblin, anything frightening
  worricow
  worrycow
wispish like a wisp
  wisplike
  wispy
wiver a dragon
  wivern



  wyvern
woolie a garment made of wool
  woolly
  wooly
wherrit to worry, annoy
  worrit
  worry
xanthoxyl a plant of a genus of the rue family found in Brazil, in
  zanthoxyl particular the prickly-ash or Hercules club
  zanthoxylum
xebec a small, three-masted Mediterranean vessel with both square
  zebec and triangular sails
  zebeck
xyst a long covered portico or court used by ancient Greek athletes
  xystos for exercises
  xystus
yacker hard work, toil
  yakka
  yakker
yashmac a double Muslim veil leaving only eyes uncovered
  yashmak
  yasmak
yead to go, proceed
  yede
  yeed
yodeler one who yodels
  yodeller
  yodler
yogee one who practises yoga
  yogi
  yogin
yourt a Mongolian tent made of felt
  yurt
  yurta
zabaglione a rich Italian custard
  zabaione
  zabajone
zabtieh a Turkish policeman
  zaptiah
  zaptieh
zamboorak a small swivel-gun, esp one mounted on the back of a camel
  zomboruk
  zumbooruk
zelator a nun whose duty is to keep watch on the behaviour of younger
  zelatrice nuns in the convent
  zelatrix
ziggurat an ancient Mesopotamian temple tower consisting of a lofty
  zikkurat pyramidal structure built in successive stages
  zikurat
zila (Hindi) an administrative district in India
  zilla
  zillah
zincic pertaining to, containing, or resembling, zinc
  zincoid
  zincous
zincify to coat or impregnate with zinc
  zinckify
  zinkify
zincky of or like zinc
  zincy
  zinky



zoaea a larval stage in certain crustaceans
  zoea
  zooea
zonula a small zone
  zonule
  zonulet
zoogloeal of or like a zoogloea, a mucilaginous mass of bacteria
  zoogloeic
  zoogloeoid
zoophilia the love of animals; erotic fondness for animals
  zoophilism
  zoophily
zucchetto a round skullcap worn by Catholic clergy to indicate rank
  zuchetta
  zuchetto



4 Variants

aargh an exclamation indicating dismay
  aarrgh
  aarrghh
  argh
ablings perhaps
  ablins
  aiblins
  yibbles
acarid a member of the mite or tick family
  acaridan
  acarine
  acarus
acerate of, like or resembling a needle
  acerated
  acerose
  acerous
achaenium a small one-seeded fruit; a naked seed
  achene
  achenium
  akene
acronic occurring at nightfall or sunset (esp of the rising or setting
  acronical of stars)
  acronycal
  acronychal
adobe an unburned, sun-dried brick made of clay and straw
  dobe
  dobie
  doby
adsuki a kind of bean, an Oriental food plant
  aduki
  adzuki
  azuki
adunc hooked
  aduncate
  aduncated
  aduncous
aefald onefold or singular; simple; honest
  aefauld
  afald
  afawld
aeolipile the first steam engine, with a globe made to revolve by steam
  aeolipyle jets
  eolipile
  eolopile
aesthesia the ability to receive sense impressions
  aesthesis
  esthesia
  esthesis
aesthetic keenly appreciative of the beautiful
  aesthetical
  esthetic
  esthetical
aethereal characterized by lightness and insubstantiality
  ethereal
  ethereous
  etherial
afeard afraid
  affeard
  afraid



  effraide
aggada the homiletic part of the Jewish scripture
  aggadah
  haggada
  haggadah
aggadic relating to the haggadah, the Pesach guidebook, used during
  hagadic Seder
  haggadic
  haggadical
ahungered oppressed with hunger
  ahungry
  anhungered
  anhungred
alabandine a deep red garnet consisting of an iron aluminum silicate
  almandine
  almandite
  almondite
alcade the governor of a fortress
  alcaide
  alcalde
  alcayde
alleluia a song of praise to God
  alleluiah
  halleluiah
  hallelujah
allod an estate held in absolute ownership, without acknowledgement
  allodium to a superior
  alod
  alodium
alma an Egyptian dancing-girl
  almah
  alme
  almeh
amaut a hood on a woman's parka for carrying a child
  amauti
  amautik
  amowt
ameer an Eastern ruler
  amir
  emeer
  emir
ameerate the office of ameer, an Eastern ruler
  amirate
  emeerate
  emirate
anarchal relating to anarchy, the complete absence of law or government
  anarchial
  anarchic
  anarchical
aneath beneath
  beneath
  neath
  unneath
anestrum a period of sexual inactivity between periods of oestrus
  anestrus
  anoestrum
  anoestrus
anorectal pertaining to anorexia
  anorectic
  anoretic
  anorexic



anow enough
  enough
  enow
  enuf
antitumor designed to prevent tumors; (noun) a drug designed to prevent
  antitumoral tumors
  antitumour
  antitumoural
apneal relating to apnoea, suspension of breathing, esp in sleep
  apneic
  apnoeal
  apnoeic
apodeictic necessarily true; beyond contradiction
  apodeictical
  apodictic
  apodictical
apogaeic relating to an apogee, the outermost point in an orbit
  apogeal
  apogean
  apogeic
apothecary one who prepares and sells drugs or compounds for medicinal
  pothecary purposes
  poticary
  pottingar
arbalest a crossbow with a mechanism for drawing the string
  arbalist
  arbelest
  arblast
archaeal relating to the archaea, an order of prokaryotic microorganisms
  archaean
  archaeon
  archean
archine an old Russian measure of length
  arsheen
  arshin
  arshine
arish a stubble field
  arrish
  eadish
  eddish
arquebus a portable long-barrelled gun
  harquebus
  harquebuse
  harquebuss
arugola a Mediterranean plant used in salads
  arugula
  rucola
  rugola
asafetida an acrid gum resin with a strong smell like that of garlic,
  asafoetida obtained from certain Asian plants
  assafetida
  assafoetida
ascaunt slantways across
  asconce
  askance
  askant
atween between
  between
  betwixt
  twixt
auld old



  old
  olde
  ould
autarchic relating to autarchy, absolute sovereignty
  autarchical
  autarkic
  autarkical
awato the so-called vegetable caterpillar of New Zealand
  aweto
  awhato
  awheto
azure of a delicate blue; (noun) a delicate blue colour
  azurean
  azurn
  azury
baboosh an Oriental heelless slipper
  babouche
  babuche
  pabouche
baidar an Alaskan Inuit kayak
  baidarka
  bidarka
  bidarkee
bansela a gratuity
  bonsela
  bonsella
  pasela
barchan a crescent-shaped dune
  barchane
  barkan
  barkhan
batholite a mass of igneous rock that has risen from a great depth
  batholith
  bathylite
  bathylith
bazouki a Greek long-necked lute with 3 or 4 double courses of metal
  bousouki strings
  bouzouki
  buzuki
beadman a monk or almoner who prays for a benefactor
  beadsman
  bedeman
  bedesman
bedawin a tent-dwelling nomadic Arab
  bedouin
  bedu
  beduin
benthal living on the sea bottom
  benthic
  benthoal
  benthonic
beretta a square cap worn by Roman Catholic ecclesiastics
  berretta
  biretta
  birretta
bicolor having two colours; (noun) something having two colours
  bicolored
  bicolour
  bicoloured
bilobar having two lobes
  bilobate



  bilobated
  bilobed
biscacha a gregarious burrowing S. American rodent related to the
  bizcacha chinchilla
  viscacha
  vizcacha
bittern any of several marsh birds of the heron family
  bittor
  bittour
  bittur
blin a small buckwheat pancake  
  blini
  blintz
  blintze
bloody like blood
  bludie
  bludy
  bluidy
bocce an Italian bowling game
  bocci
  boccia
  boccie
bosbok a kind of antelope, the bushbuck
  boschbok
  boshbok
  bushbuck
botone having buds or knobs at the extremity, applied to a cross
  botonee
  botonnee
  bottony
boulle a form of marquetry
  boullework
  buhl
  buhlwork
braata a small portion added to a purchase of food by a vendor to
  braatas encourage the person to return
  broughta
  broughtas
brasilein a dyestuff obtained by the oxidation of brasilin
  brasilin
  brazilein
  brazilin
breare brier
  brere
  briar
  brier
britschka an open four-wheeled carriage with a folding top
  britska
  britzka
  britzska
brocage the business or employment of a broker
  brokage
  brokerage
  brokery
buhr a cellular, flinty rock, used for millstones
  buhrstone
  burrstone
  burstone
bulgar a form of cooked, broken wheat
  bulghur
  bulgur



  burghul
bullwaddie a N. Australian tree
  bullwaddy
  bulwaddee
  bulwaddy
bumalo a small marine Asiatic fish used in India as a relish; aka
  bumaloti Bombay duck
  bummalo
  bummaloti
caca excrement
  cack
  kack
  kak
caddie a golfer's assistant for carrying clubs etc
  caddy
  cadee
  cadie
caesarean relating to a birth by caesarean section; (noun) an operation
  caesarian to deliver a baby by cutting through the walls of the abdomen
  cesarean
  cesarian
caimac a Turkish governor
  caimacam
  kaimakam
  qaimaqam
cajaput a volatile oil, distilled from the leaves of an E. Indian
  cajeput tree
  cajuput
  kajeput
calaloo a soup made with greens, onions and crabmeat
  calalu
  callaloo
  callalou
calctufa a rock made of fine volcanic detritus
  toph
  tophe
  tufa
calk a pointed piece on a horseshoe to prevent slipping; (vb) to
  calker provide with a calk
  calkin
  cawker
calpac a triangular Turkish or Tatar felt cap
  calpack
  kalpac
  kalpak
calycate of or pertaining to a cup or calyx
  calyceal
  calycinal
  calycine
camas a blue-flowered liliaceous plant of northwestern America
  camash
  camass
  quamash
camelot a strong waterproof silk or wool fabric
  camlet
  chamelot
  chamlet
canephor a sculpted figure carrying a basket on the head
  canephora
  canephore
  canephorus



capeesh used to ask if someone has understood
  capiche
  capisce 
  capish
carabineer a soldier armed with a carbine
  carabinier
  carbineer
  carbinier
carack a large ship of burden
  carrack
  carract
  carrect
caroach a stately carriage used on ceremonial occasions
  caroch
  caroche
  carroch
caryatic of or like a caryatid, a draped female figure supporting
  caryatidal an entablature
  caryatidean
  caryatidic
cashoo a dry, brown, astringent extract obtained from the Acacia
  catechu catechu
  cutch
  kutch
cassena an American evergreen tree
  cassene
  cassina
  cassine
caviar salted roe of sturgeon
  caviare
  caviarie
  cavier
chado a tea ceremony
  chanoyo
  chanoyu
  sado
chaffron a piece of leather, or plate of steel, to protect the head
  chamfrain of a horse in battle
  chamfron
  chanfron
challie a soft lightweight silk, wool or cotton fabric
  challis
  chally
  shalli
charoset a condiment of chopped apples, walnuts, and wine
  charoseth
  haroset
  haroseth
chechako a tenderfoot
  chechaquo
  cheechako
  cheechalko
chegoe a small tropical flea
  chigger
  chigoe
  chigre
cheth the eighth letter of the Hebrew alphabet
  heth
  khet
  kheth
chiaus a cheat, a swindler; (vb) to cheat



  chouse
  choush
  chowse
chikhor an Indian partridge
  chikor
  chukar
  chukor
chook a chicken; (vb) to make a noise like a chicken
  chookie
  chuckie
  chucky
choralist a member of a choir
  chorist
  chorister
  quirister
chutzpa sass, moxy
  chutzpah
  hutzpa
  hutzpah
cither an instrument shaped like a lute, but strung with wire and
  cithern played with a quill or plectrum
  cithren
  cittern
codeia an aspirin-related drug
  codein
  codeina
  codeine
cohog a kind of clam
  quahaug
  quahog
  quohog
coloriser one who colorises
  colorizer
  colouriser
  colourizer
comptroll to control, esp in a financial sense
  control
  controul
  countrol
copperah the dried kernel of the coconut, yielding coconut oil
  coppra
  copra
  coprah
coranto an old dance with a gliding step
  courant
  courante
  couranto
couscous the grain of the African millet
  couscousou
  khuskhus
  kouskous
cracky a mild oath
  crickey
  cricky
  crikey
creasote a pitch-like substance used to coat fences etc; (vb) to coat
  creosote with creasote
  kreasote
  kreosote
creese a dagger or short sword used by the Malays, commonly having
  cris a serpentine blade; (vb) to stab with this



  kreese
  kris
cudden a young coalfish
  cuddie
  cuddin
  cuddy
cullay the soapbark tree, a rosaceous tree native to Chile
  quillai
  quillaia
  quillaja
curara a paralysing poison extracted from the bark of certain S.
  curare American trees
  curari
  urare
currajong an Australian evergreen
  currejong
  currijong
  kurrajong
curselarie cursory (probably a misreading)
  cursenary
  cursorary
  cursory
cutcherry an Indian magistrate's office or courthouse
  cutchery
  kachahri
  kacheri
cymbling a variety of squash
  cymlin
  cymling
  simlin
czar a ruler, emperor
  ksar
  tsar
  tzar
dacoitage robbery by dacoits
  dacoity
  dakoiti
  dakoity
dander to stroll, saunter
  daunder
  dauner
  dawner
dant to daunt
  danton
  daunt
  daunton
decaliter a cubic volume of ten liters
  decalitre
  dekaliter
  dekalitre
decameter ten meters
  decametre
  dekameter
  dekametre
deemster a judge on the Isle of Man
  dempster
  doomsman
  doomster
deinothere an extinct elephantine mammal with downward-curving tusks
  deinotherium
  dinothere



  dinotherium
delf pottery made at the city of Delft in Holland
  delft
  delftware
  delph
dessiatine a measure of land
  dessyatin
  dessyatine
  desyatin
devilet a little devil
  deviling
  devilkin
  devling
dhooly a litter or palanquin
  doolee
  doolie
  dooly
dhooti a Hindu loincloth
  dhootie
  dhoti
  dhuti
diarchy rulership by two people
  dinarchy
  duarchy
  dyarchy
disulfid a sulphide containing two atoms of sulphur to the molecule
  disulfide
  disulphide
  disulphuret
dodkin an old Dutch coin of small value
  doit
  doitkin
  duit
dole pain, woe, trouble
  dool
  doole
  dule
doocot a dovecote
  dooket
  dovecot
  dovecote
dumbfound to strike dumb; to confuse with astonishment
  dumbfounder
  dumfound
  dumfounder
diarchal relating to a diarchy, rulership by two people
  dyarchal
  dyarchic
  dyarchical
eanling a young lamb
  weanel
  weanling
  yeanling
eassel eastwards, easterly
  easselgate
  easselward
  eassil
eastlin eastward
  eastling
  eastlings
  eastlins



ecod a mild oath
  egad
  egads
  igad
ecologic relating to ecology
  ecological
  oecologic
  oecological
ecumenic general; universal; in ecclesiastical usage, concerning
  ecumenical the whole church
  oecumenic
  oecumenical
edematose pertaining to, or of the nature of, edema
  edematous
  oedematose
  oedematous
egoistic relating to or displaying egoism
  egoistical
  egotistic
  egotistical
eilding fuel
  eldin
  elding
  yealdon
eirenic conducive to or working toward peace
  eirenical
  irenic
  irenical
eloign to convey to a distance
  eloin
  esloin
  esloyne
emerald a green variety of beryl
  emeraude
  smaragd
  smaragde
emmesh to catch or entangle in or as in the meshes of a net
  enmesh
  immesh
  inmesh
empaire to impair
  empare
  empayre
  impair
enameler one who enamels; a workman or artist who applies enamels
  enamelist in ornamental work
  enameller
  enamellist
encrinal relating to encrinites; containing encrinites, as certain
  encrinic kinds of limestone
  encrinital
  encrinitic
engulf to surround completely
  engulph
  ingulf
  ingulph
ensheath to enclose as in a sheath
  ensheathe
  insheath
  insheathe
endameba an amoeba that causes amoebic dysentery



  endamoeba
  entameba
  entamoeba
enthral to reduce to the condition of a thrall
  enthrall
  inthral
  inthrall
episodal pertaining to or contained in an episode
  episodial
  episodic
  episodical
escalade to scale the walls of a fortress by ladders
  escalado
  scalade
  scalado
estral relating to estrum
  estrous
  oestral
  oestrous
estrich an ostrich
  estridge
  ostrich
  oystrige
estrin an estrogen
  estrone
  oestrin
  oestrone
estrum a period of sexual excitement and ovulation in animals
  estrus
  oestrum
  oestrus
eucaryot an organism whose cells have a eukaryon, a highly organised
  eucaryote nucleus
  eukaryot
  eukaryote
euoi a cry expressing Bacchic frenzy
  evhoe
  evoe
  evohe
extendable that can be extended
  extendible
  extensible
  extensile
fain happy; inclined; pleased  (verb, Spenser) to feign
  faine
  fayne
  feign
fakeer a Hindu ascetic
  fakir
  faqir
  faquir
falchion a broad curved sword
  fauchion
  fauchon
  faulchion
fedarie a confederate
  federarie
  federary
  foedarie
femetary an old name for fumitory
  femiter



  fenitar
  fumitory
ferninst right opposite to in location
  foreanent
  fornenst
  fornent
ferrel a band placed around the end of a stick (as a pool cue) for
  ferrule reinforcement; (vb) to strike with a ferrel
  verrel
  virl
finnac a young seatrout
  finnack
  finnock
  phinnock
fisgig a giddy girl, a firework of damp powder
  fishgig
  fizgig
  fizzgig
fistular hollow and cylindrical, like a pipe or reed
  fistulate
  fistulose
  fistulous
fizzen physical energy or strength
  foison
  fushion
  fusion
flamm a custard
  flan
  flaune
  flawn
footra a worthless fellow
  fouter
  foutra
  foutre
forby besides
  forbye
  foreby
  forebye
forestal of or pertaining to forests
  foresteal
  forestial
  forestine
forfeuchen exhausted
  forfochen
  forfoughen
  forfoughten
forzando forced, with special emphasis or sudden loudness; (noun) a note
  forzato played forzando
  sforzando
  sforzato
frouzy fusty, stuffy
  frowsty
  frowsy
  frowzy
frow a woman, goodwife
  vrou
  vrouw
  vrow
futharc the runic alphabet
  futhark
  futhorc



  futhork
galanga the aromatic rootstock of certain E. Indian plants of the
  galangal ginger family
  galengale
  galingale
gallise in winemaking, to bring to standard proportions by adding
  gallisise water and sugar to an inferior must
  gallisize
  gallize
gantelope an armoured glove
  gantlet
  gantlope
  gauntlet
garote a device for strangulation; (vb) to strangle
  garotte
  garrote
  garrotte
gaup to stare and gape
  gawk
  gawp
  gorp
gelliflowre gillyflower
  gilliflower
  gillyflower
  gillyvor
gemini an interjection expressing surprise
  gemony
  jiminy
  jimminy
genet a small Spanish horse, a jenny donkey; an animal allied to
  genette the civet
  gennet
  jennet
genip a tropical American tree; its orange-like fruit
  genipap
  genipapo
  guinep
germain a germ, shoot
  germaine
  germen
  germin
giddap gee up
  giddup
  giddyap
  giddyup
giglet a giddy girl, a wanton
  giglot
  gillet
  jillet
ginch underpants
  gitch
  gonch
  gotch
gingal a large Chinese or Indian swivel-musket
  gingall
  jingal
  jingall
gollan a name for various yellow flowers including marigold
  golland
  gowlan
  gowland



groser a gooseberry
  grosert
  groset
  grossart
hackbuteer one who uses a hackbut, an arquebus
  hackbutter
  hagbuteer
  hagbutter
hadjee a Muslim pilgrim to Mecca
  hadji
  haji
  hajji
haemolyse to break down red blood cells
  haemolyze
  hemolyse
  hemolyze
haick an oblong cloth worn by Arabs on head or body
  haik
  haique
  hyke
halacha the legal component of the Jewish oral tradition
  halakah
  halakha
  halakhah
hamular of the form of a small hook, hooked
  hamulate
  hamulose
  hamulous
haram a women's quarters in a Muslim house; a set of wives and
  hareem concubines
  harem
  harim
harmalin an alkaloid derived from harmala seeds
  harmaline
  harmin
  harmine
healsome wholesome
  holesom
  holesome
  wholesome
hemianopia a defect of vision in consequence of which a person sees
  hemianopsia but half of an object looked at
  hemiopia
  hemiopsia
hemitropal half turned round; half inverted; (Crystallog.) having a
  hemitrope twinned structure
  hemitropic
  hemitropous
henequen mexican agave, its leaf-fibre, used for cordage
  henequin
  heniquen
  heniquin
houf a place where one is often found, a haunt; (vb) to haunt,
  houff frequent
  howf
  howff
hupaithric roofless; open to the sky (usu. intentionally, so as to see
  hypaethral the stars)
  hypethral
  upaithric
hurtleberry a kind of berry



  whort
  whortle
  whortleberry
hyaenic of or like a hyaena
  hyenic
  hyenine
  hyenoid
hymenaeal of or relating to marriage
  hymenaean
  hymeneal
  hymenean
inferable that can be inferred
  inferible
  inferrable
  inferrible
iridal relating to the iris of the eye
  iridial
  iridian
  iridic
jacksie the posterior, the anus
  jacksy
  jaxie
  jaxy
jaggary a coarse dark sugar made from palm sap
  jaggery
  jagghery
  jagra
janisary a soldier of the old Turkish footguards
  janissary
  janizar
  janizary
jasperous of or like jasper
  jaspery
  jaspidean
  jaspideous
jereed a wooden Oriental javelin
  jerid
  jerreed
  jerrid
jickajog to move with a rolling motion
  jigajig
  jigajog
  jigjig
jiujitsu a combat art
  jiujutsu
  jujitsu
  jujutsu
jole to bump, knock
  joll
  joule
  jowl
kachina a doll representing rain-bringing Hopi ancestors
  katchina
  katcina
  katsina
kaiak a type of canoe; (vb) to travel by kaiak
  kayak
  kyak
  qajaq
kamseen the sirocco in Egypt, a hot southerly wind that usually blows
  kamsin from about March to May



  khamseen
  khamsin
keblah the direction of the place to which Muslims must turn for
  kibla prayer, now the Kaaba at Mecca
  kiblah
  qibla
kecks the hollow stalk of an umbelliferous plant, such as the cow
  kecksy parsnip or the hemlock
  keksye
  kex
keeno a gambling game, a variety of the game of lotto, played with
  keno numbered balls or knobs
  kino
  quino
keester backside, bottom
  keister
  keyster
  kiester
kellaut a robe of honour
  khalat
  khilat
  killut
klooch a Native American woman, wife or squaw
  kloochman
  klootch
  klootchman
kolhoz a collective or cooperative farm in the former USSR
  kolkhos
  kolkhoz
  kolkoz
lallan lowland
  lalland
  lawland
  lowland
lameter a cripple
  lamiger
  lamiter
  lammiger
leaperous leprous
  leaporous
  leaprous
  leprous
lear to teach
  leare
  leir
  lere
lechaim a traditional Jewish toast
  lechayim
  lehaim
  lehayim
leidger an ambassador
  leiger
  lidger
  lieger
liard grey; dapple-grey; (noun) an old French coin of low value
  liart
  lyard
  lyart
liveyer a permanent resident of Newfoundland
  liveyere
  livier



  livyer
lorel a good for nothing fellow; a vagabond
  lorrell
  losel
  lozell
lubric lubricious
  lubrical
  lubricious
  lubricous
lutanist a lute-player
  lutenist
  luter
  lutist
mahua a kind of butter-tree with edible flowers
  mahwa
  mowa
  mowra
malakatoone a kind of large peach
  melicotton
  melocoton
  melocotoon
malgrado in spite of
  malgre
  maugre
  maulgre
mama a child's name for mother
  mamma
  mammie
  mammy
mammet a puppet; a doll
  maumet
  mawmet
  mommet
maniplies the third stomach of a ruminant, aka omasum or psalterium
  manyplies
  moniplies
  monyplies
manteau a woman's loose gown
  manto
  mantua
  manty
marrels a rustic game, aka fivepenny morris
  merells
  merels
  merils
mastic a pale yellow gum resin from certain Mediterranean trees,
  mastich used for varnish
  mastiche
  mastix
mauvein a mauve dye
  mauveine
  mauvin
  mauvine
meane to lament, moan
  mein
  mene
  moan
meiney a family, including servants, etc.; a household
  meinie
  meiny
  menyie



meshugaas madness, foolishness
  mishegaas
  mishegoss
  mishugas
miasmal of or like a miasma
  miasmatic
  miasmic
  miasmous
mib a type of playing marble
  mig
  migg
  miggle
milleped a myriapod with many legs
  millepede
  milliped
  millipede
mobe a mobile phone
  mobey
  mobie
  moby
moil to drudge
  moyl
  moyle
  mule
monecian having separate male and female flowers on the same plant
  monecious
  monoecious
  monoicous
mooley a hornless cow
  mooly
  muley
  mulley
moray a kind of eel
  murray
  murrey
  murry
moujik a Russian peasant
  mujik
  muzhik
  muzjik
mridamgam a two-headed Indian drum, one head being larger than the
  mridang other
  mridanga
  mridangam
murrain a cattle disease
  murren
  murrin
  murrion
nabk a tree, the Christ's-thorn
  nebbuk
  nebeck
  nebek
nectareal of or like nectar
  nectarean
  nectareous
  nectarous
nerdish clumsy, socially inept
  nerdy
  nurdish
  nurdy
nie to nigh, approach



  nigh
  ny
  nye
nirled knotty, stunted
  nirlie
  nirlit
  nirly
numchuck a martial arts weapon consisting of two sticks joined by
  nunchaku a length of chain, used as a flail or garotte
  nunchucks
  nunchuk
obe a form of West Indian witchcraft
  obeah
  obi
  obia
oobit a hairy caterpillar, esp of the tiger moth
  oubit
  woobut
  woubit
ophiura a member of the Ophiura genus of brittle-stars or sand-stars
  ophiuran
  ophiurid
  ophiuroid
oregano wild marjoram
  origan
  origane
  origanum
oundy wavy
  unde
  undee
  undy
ousel a European bird of the thrush family
  ouzel
  woosel
  woosell
pachisi a game, somewhat resembling backgammon, originating in India
  parcheesi
  parchesi
  parchisi
packfong a Chinese alloy of nickel, zinc, and copper
  pakfong
  pakthong
  paktong
paderero a term formerly applied to a short piece of chambered ordnance
  paterero
  pederero
  pedrero
paesan a fellow countryman
  paesano
  paisan
  paisano
paiock an obscure word conjectured to be a misprint for peacock
  paiocke
  pajock
  pajocke
pakka genuine; first-class
  pucka
  pukka
  pukkah
panatela a long thin cigar
  panatella



  panetela
  panetella
pance the pansy
  pansy
  paunce
  pawnce
panspermatism the theory that life could be diffused through the universe
  panspermia by means of germs carried by meteorites
  panspermism
  panspermy
pantable a slipper, an overshoe
  pantoffle
  pantofle
  pantoufle
pard a leopard
  pardal
  pardale
  pardalis
parlous perilous
  periculous
  perilous
  perlous
passament a decorative trimming of beads or braid; (vb) to trim with
  passement braid
  passementerie
  passment
pavan a stately English Renaissance court dance
  pavane
  paven
  pavin
peacod the pod of the pea
  peapod
  peascod
  peasecod
peag wampum; beads made from shells used as money etc
  peage
  wampum
  wampumpeag
pean a heraldic fur resembling ermine but having gold markings
  peen on a black field; (vb) to beat thin with a hammer
  pein
  pene
peasant a person of inferior social rank
  pesant
  pesaunt
  pezant
pennoncel a small flag like a pennon
  pennoncelle
  penoncel
  penoncelle
penuchle a card game played with forty-eight cards, being all the
  penuckle cards above the eight spots in two packs
  pinochle
  pinocle
percid a freshwater fish of the perch family
  percine
  percoid
  percoidean
periagua a dugout canoe
  piragua
  pirogue



  piroque
phantasim a fantastic person
  phantasma
  phantom
  phantosme
piasaba a type of palm yielding a coarse stiff fibre for making brooms
  piasava
  piassaba
  piassava
picaninny a little child, esp black
  piccanin
  piccaninny
  pickney
pickaback a carry on one's back; (vb) to carry someone on one's back
  pickapack
  pickback
  piggyback
piet a magpie
  pyat
  pyet
  pyot
pigmaean pygmy-like
  pigmean
  pygmaean
  pygmean
piney having eg the fragrance of pine
  piny
  pioney
  piony
pixelate to divide an image into pixels for display in a digital format
  pixellate
  pixilate
  pixillate
plookie pimply
  plooky
  ploukie
  plouky
pluvial rainy
  pluvian
  pluviose
  pluvious
podagral gouty
  podagric
  podagrical
  podagrous
poitin illicitly distilled Irish whisky
  poteen
  potheen
  potteen
polyp an octopus or cuttlefish, later extended to various other
  polype marine animals
  poulp
  poulpe
pompion a pumpkin
  pumpion
  pumpkin
  punkin
pontoneer a builder of pontoon bridges
  pontonier
  pontonnier
  pontooner



pooja a Hindu act of worship or prayer
  poojah
  puja
  pujah
porismatic relating to a porism, the geometric proposition that it is
  porismatical possible for a problem to have any number of solutions
  poristic
  poristical
pozzolan volcanic ashes from Pozzuoli, in Italy, used in the manufacture
  pozzolana of a kind of mortar which hardens under water
  pozzuolana
  puzzolana
practic practice; (vb) to put (a theory, idea, etc) into practice
  practice
  practick
  practique
prahu a swift Malayan sailboat with triangular sail and one outrigger
  prao
  prau
  proa
preace to press
  prease
  preasse
  press
preeve to prove
  preve
  prieve
  prove
prole a proletarian; (vb) (obs.) to prowl
  proll
  proul
  prowl
proler a prowler
  proller
  prouler
  prowler
pross a prostitute
  prossie
  prostie
  prozzie
provand an allowance of food
  provend
  provender
  proviant
pucelle a slut; a maid or virgin
  pussel
  puzel
  puzzel
pultan an Indian infantry regiment
  pulton
  pultoon
  pultun
pulvil perfumed powder; snuff; (vb) to powder
  pulvilio
  pulville
  pulvillio
punaani the female genitalia; women collectively, regarded as sexual
  punaany objects
  punani
  punany
pupilar relating to a pupil or ward



  pupilary
  pupillar
  pupillary
pyorrheal relating to pyorrhea, suppuration in the sockets of the teeth
  pyorrheic
  pyorrhoeal
  pyorrhoeic
quarenden a kind of early red apple
  quarender
  quarrender
  quarrington
quartet a set of four; a composition for four voices or instruments
  quartett
  quartette
  quartetto
quight to quit, depart from
  quit
  quite
  quyte
ragee a kind of millet
  raggee
  raggy
  ragi
rampick a dead tree or tree decayed at top
  rampike
  rampole
  ranpike
raphide a needlelike crystal, usually of calcium oxalate, occurring
  raphis in plant cells
  rhaphide
  rhaphis
rean a drainage channel
  reen
  rhine
  rhyne
redsear brittle at red-heat
  redshare
  redshire
  redshort
remead to remedy
  remede
  remedy
  remeid
renegade a person who abandons a party or belief; (vb) to turn renegade
  renegado
  renegate
  runagate
rebec a medieval musical instrument like a mandolin or viol
  rebeck
  ribibe
  ribible
roarie noisy, garish, too bright
  roary
  rorie
  rory
roc an enormous bird of Arabian legend
  rok
  ruc
  rukh
roch the little auk
  rotch



  rotche
  rotchie
roist to revel noisily, carouse
  roister
  royst
  royster
roopit hoarse
  roupet
  roupit
  roupy
roset rosin  (verb) to rosin
  rosit
  rozet
  rozit
rotary turning like a wheel
  rotational
  rotative
  rotatory
sabe to know, to understand
  savey
  savvey
  savvy
saggar a clay box in which pottery is packed for baking; (vb) to
  saggard pack in a saggar
  sagger
  seggar
salp any member of a genus of oceanic tunicates
  salpa
  salpian
  salpid
samaan the rain-tree, a member of the mimosa family
  saman
  zaman
  zamang
sambar a large deer
  sambhar
  sambhur
  sambur
santir an Eastern dulcimer
  santoor
  santour
  santur
sapan the wood of a leguminous tree, formerly used to provide a
  sapanwood red dye
  sappan
  sappanwood
sapodilla the edible fruit of a Mexican tree
  sapota
  sapote
  zapotilla
sarcenet a thin tissue of fine silk
  sarconet
  sarsenet
  sarsnet
scaith injury, harm; (vb) to injure
  scath
  scathe
  skaith
scarab any scarabaeid beetle, esp Scarabaeus sacer, regarded by
  scarabaeid the ancient Egyptians as divine
  scarabee



  scaraboid
scart a cormorant; (vb) to scratch, scrape
  scarth
  skart
  skarth
schemozzle a mess, a scrape; (vb) to make off
  shemozzle
  shimozzle
  shlemozzle
schlemiel an unlucky or incompetent person who is often duped
  schlemihl
  shlemiehl
  shlemiel
schlep to drag one's feet; travel a great distance
  schlepp
  shlep
  shlepp
schmear an aggregate of related things; (vb) to spread or smear
  schmeer
  shmear
  shmeer
schmo a stupid or boring person
  schmoe
  shmo
  shmoe
schnapps a kind of brandy
  schnaps
  shnapps
  shnaps
school a institution of learning
  scul
  sculle
  skool
schtick a familiar line of chat adapted by a particular comedian
  schtik
  shtick
  shtik
schtook trouble, bother
  schtuck
  shtook
  shtuck
sciroc a hot, dry, dusty wind blowing from N. Africa to the North
  scirocco Mediterranean coastline
  siroc
  sirocco
scoinson the inner part of a door jamb or window frame
  sconcheon
  scontion
  scuncheon
scroll a roll of paper, parchment etc.
  scrow
  scrowl
  scrowle
scrooge to crowd; to squeeze
  scrouge
  scrowdge
  scruze
scur to scour, search; to send skimming
  sker
  skirr
  squirr



sealch a seal (the animal)
  sealgh
  selkie
  silkie
seannachie a Highland or Irish genealogist and transmitter of family
  seannachy lore
  sennachie
  shanachie
seasure a seizure
  seisure
  seizure
  seysure
seiser one who seizes (property), takes possession
  seisor
  seizer
  seizor
serafin a former silver coin of Goa
  seraphin
  xerafin
  xeraphin
serfage the state of being a serf
  serfdom
  serfhood
  serfship
sh an interjection requesting silence
  sha
  shh
  shhh
shaikh an Arab chief
  shaykh
  sheik
  sheikh
shale to shell or husk
  sheal
  sheel
  shiel
shicksa a non-Jewish girl or young woman
  shiksa
  shikse
  shikseh
shillala an Irish cudgel
  shillalah
  shillelagh
  shillelah
siccar sure, certain
  sicker
  siker
  syker
sigmate s-shaped
  sigmated
  sigmoid
  sigmoidal
simial apelike
  simian
  simioid
  simious
sind to rinse, wash out
  sine
  synd
  syne
siree a mode of address, sir



  sirra
  sirrah
  sirree
slivovic a dry plum brandy
  slivovica
  slivovitz
  slivowitz
slumberous inviting or causing slumber
  slumbery
  slumbrous
  slumbry
smidge a tiny bit
  smidgen
  smidgeon
  smidgin
smooch to kiss closely  
  smoodge
  smooge
  smouch
smorbrod hors d'oeuvres served on slices of buttered bread
  smorg
  smorgasbord
  smorrebrod
snath the curved handle of a scythe
  snathe
  snead
  sneath
sneb to reprimand
  snebbe
  snub
  snubbe
sneesh a pinch of snuff
  sneeshan
  sneeshin
  sneeshing
socager a tenant by socage
  sockman
  socman
  sokeman
sodger soldier
  soger
  soldier
  souldier
solar an upper room, a garret
  soler
  sollar
  soller
sole to pull by the ears
  soole
  sowl
  sowle
somersault a leap in which a person turns his heels over his head and
  somerset lights upon his feet; (vb) to perform a somersault
  summersault
  summerset
soogee a solution of soap, soda etc. for cleaning the deck of a
  soogie ship; (vb) to clean, wash with this solution
  soojey
  sujee
souple the part of a flail that strikes the grain; (vb) to make supple
  swingle



  swiple
  swipple
soutar a shoemaker; a cobbler
  souter
  sowter
  sutor
spageric alchemical
  spagiric
  spagyric
  spagyrical
spail a splinter or chip
  spale
  spall
  spalt
speldin a haddock or other small fish split open and dried in the
  spelding sun
  speldrin
  speldring
spermatic pertaining to sperm
  spermatical
  spermic
  spermous
speug a sparrow
  sprug
  spug
  spuggy
splash the effect of an impact into a liquid  (verb) to scatter
  splish a liquid about
  sploosh
  splosh
spread extent, compass; (vb) to open or expand over a larger area
  spred
  spredd
  spredde
spreathe to chap, roughen
  spreaze
  spreethe
  spreeze
spuilzie spoliation; (vb) to plunder
  spulye
  spulyie
  spulzie
squash to press hard
  squish
  squoosh
  squush
standgale a corrupt form of staniel, the kestrel
  staniel
  stannel
  stanyel
startful of a horse, apt to start
  startish
  startlish
  startly
stean to line eg a well with stone
  steane
  steen
  stein
steepdowne precipitous
  steepedowne
  steepeup



  steepup
stimie to thwart, stump, or obstruct
  stimy
  stymie
  stymy
stoit to stagger
  stoiter
  stotter
  styte
stonn to stun
  stonne
  stoun
  stun
straddle to bestride; to set (the legs) far apart
  striddle
  stroddle
  strodle
straicht straight
  straight
  straucht
  straught
strossers trousers
  trossers
  trousers
  trowsers
subtility subtlety
  subtilty
  subtlety
  suttletie
sulfid a compound of an element or radical with sulphur
  sulfide
  sulphid
  sulphide
sulfonyl a bivalent sulphone group
  sulfuryl
  sulphonyl
  sulphuryl
symbion a symbiotic organism
  symbiont
  symbiot
  symbiote
taboggan a kind of sledge
  tarboggin
  toboggan
  toboggin
tace in plate armour, one of a series of overlapping pieces forming
  taslet a kind of skirt
  tasse
  tasset
tarboosh a fez, a hat worn by Muslim men
  tarbouche
  tarboush
  tarbush
teensy very small
  teentsy
  teenty
  teeny
tendrillar of or like a tendril
  tendrillous
  tendrilly
  tendrilous



thack to thatch
  thatch
  theek
  thetch
threne a dirge; a funeral song
  threnode
  threnody
  threnos
threnetic of or like a threnody, an ode of lamentation
  threnetical
  threnodial
  threnodic
ticktack to make a sound like a clock
  ticktock
  tictac
  tictoc
togaed wearing a toga
  togate
  togated
  toged
tousy shaggy, unkempt
  touzy
  towsy
  towzy
traipse to walk wearily
  trape
  trapes
  trapse
troad a track, path
  troade
  trod
  trode
tsigane a gypsy
  tzigane
  tzigany
  zigan
tubal in the form of a tube
  tubar
  tubate
  tubular
twafald twofold
  twifold
  twofold
  twyfold
umbrel the visor of a helmet
  umbrere
  umbriere
  umbril
unaware not aware
  unawares
  unware
  unwares
uneath with difficulty, hardly
  uneathes
  uneth
  unnethes
unicolor having one colour
  unicolored
  unicolour
  unicoloured
usquabae whiskey



  usque
  usquebae
  usquebaugh
vaire charged or variegated with vair, squirrel fur
  vairy
  verrey
  verry
valvassor a knight, noble etc. with vassals under him who is himself
  vavasor the vassal of a greater noble
  vavasour
  vavassor
vault an arched roof or ceiling  (verb) to leap over
  vaut
  vaute
  vawte
veinlet a small vein
  veinule
  veinulet
  venule
venefic acting by poison or potions or by sorcery
  venefical
  veneficious
  veneficous
veranda a roofed gallery, terrace, or open portico along the front
  verandah or side of a building
  viranda
  virando
vertu virtue, power
  vertue
  virtu
  virtue
visard a mask or visor
  visor
  vizard
  vizor
voertsak an offensive expression of rejection
  voertsek
  voetsak
  voetsek
vortical like a vortex, whirling
  vorticose
  vorticular
  vortiginous
wangan in a lumber camp, a chest for supplies, or the pay office
  wangun
  wanigan
  wannigan
warragal the Australian wild dog, the dingo
  warragle
  warragul
  warrigal
wasterie prodigality
  wastery
  wastrie
  wastry
watcha what are you, used as a greeting
  whatcha
  wotcha
  wotcher
weregild money paid by a killer's family to the family of the victim
  wergeld to prevent a blood feud; the cash value of a man's life



  wergelt
  wergild
whaisle to wheeze
  whaizle
  wheeze
  wheezle
whaur where
  whear
  wheare
  where
wheesh an interjection calling for silence
  wheesht
  whisht
  wisht
whemmle to overturn; to throw into a state of disorder
  whomble
  whommle
  whummle
windock a window
  windore
  window
  winnock
wis a sham archaic word for to know
  wist
  wit
  wot
woadwax dyer's greenweed
  woadwaxen
  woodwax
  woodwaxen
womera a stick for launching a spear with greater force
  wommera
  woomera
  woomerang
yachter one who sails a yacht
  yachtie
  yachtman
  yachtsman
yapon a bushy evergreen shrub of the holly genus
  yaupon
  youpon
  yupon
yecch an interjection expressing disgust; (noun) something disgusting
  yech
  yucch
  yuch
yestereve yesterday evening
  yestereven
  yesterevening
  yestreen
yock to laugh
  yok
  yuck
  yuk
youngth youth
  youth
  youthhead
  youthhood
zaffar an impure oxide of cobalt
  zaffer
  zaffir



  zaffre
zaida a grandfather
  zaideh
  zaidy
  zeda
zamindari the jurisdiction of a zamindar
  zamindary
  zemindari
  zemindary
zecchin a former Italian gold coin
  zecchine
  zecchino
  zechin
zoril a striped carnivorous mammal of the weasel family found in
  zorilla sub-Saharan Africa
  zorille
  zorillo



5 Variants

aventail the movable front to a helmet
  aventaile
  ventail
  ventaile
  ventayle
baldachin a rich embroidered material, orig woven with woof of silk
  baldachino and warp of gold thread
  baldaquin
  baudekin
  bawdkin
ballocks testicles; (vb) to screw up
  bolix
  bollix
  bollocks
  bollox
banderol a small banner or streamer
  banderole
  bandrol
  bannerall
  bannerol
bandora an ancient lute
  bandore
  pandora
  pandore
  pandura
bharal a Himalayan blue sheep
  burhel
  burrel
  burrell
  burrhel
board a long and wide, comparatively thin, strip of timber
  boord
  boorde
  bord
  borde
boorka an Arab woman's head-covering
  bourkha
  burka
  burkha
  burqa
borsch cold beetroot soup
  borscht
  borshch
  borsht
  bortsch
bosk a bush, a thicket
  bosket
  bosque
  bosquet
  busket
brattice a wooden tower used in mediaeval siege operations; (vb) to
  brattish provide with a brattice
  bretasche
  bretesse
  brettice
bubkes a very small amount
  bubkis
  bupkes
  bupkis



  bupkus
cabalism the secret science of the cabalists
  cabbalism
  kabalism
  kabbalism
  qabalism
cabalist one who practises cabalism
  cabbalist
  kabalist
  kabbalist
  qabalist
cabob small pieces of cooked meat on a skewer; (vb) to cook like
  kabab this
  kabob
  kebab
  kebob
cadgy brisk, cheerful
  kedge
  kedgy
  kidge
  kidgie
caese enough said
  ceas
  sese
  sesey
  sessa
calif an Eastern ruler
  caliph
  kalif
  kaliph
  khalif
camese a loose shirt or tunic, as worn by Arabs
  camisa
  camise
  camisia
  kamis
caph the eleventh letter of the Hebrew alphabet
  kaf
  kaph
  khaf
  khaph
cathodal relating to a cathode
  cathodic
  cathodical
  kathodal
  kathodic
centinel a sentinel or sentry
  centinell
  centonel
  centonell
  sentinel
chalah a loaf of white leavened bread, traditionally
  chaleh baked to celebrate the Jewish Sabbath
  challa
  challah
  hallah
chantey a song sung by sailors as they worked
  chantie
  chanty
  shantey
  shanty



chachka a knickknack, a cheap trinket
  chatchka
  chatchke
  tchotchke
  tsatske
cimar a loose coat, an undergarment formerly worn by women
  cymar
  simar
  simarre
  symar
coistrel an inferior groom or lad employed by an esquire to carry
  coistril the knight's arms and other necessaries
  coystrel
  coystril
  custrel
comatik a sled with wooden runners
  kamotik
  kamotiq
  komatik
  qamutik
conia a liquid, highly poisonous alkaloid found in hemlock
  conicine
  coniine
  conin
  conine
copacetic sound, adequate, excellent
  copasetic
  copesetic
  copesettic
  kopasetic
cruisie an open iron lamp with a rush wick
  cruizie
  crusie
  crusy
  cruzie
cutcha made of dried mud, makeshift
  kacha
  kachcha
  kuchcha
  kutcha
daal the pigeon pea, a pealike plant cultivated in India and the
  dahl tropics
  dal
  dhal
  dholl
damasceene to decorate or engrave metal with wavy lines and patterns
  damascene
  damaskeen
  damaskin
  damasquin
deasil a sunwise motion
  deasiul
  deasoil
  deiseal
  deisheal
diarrheal of or like diarrhoea
  diarrheic
  diarrhetic
  diarrhoeal
  diarrhoeic
didakai an itinerant tinker or scrap-dealer, not a true gypsy



  didakei
  diddicoy
  didicoi
  didicoy
donnard stupid, dull-witted
  donnart
  donnerd
  donnered
  donnert
dorsel a cloth hanging for the back of an altar
  dorser
  dossal
  dossel
  dosser
dso in the Himalayas, a cross between a yak and a cow
  dzho
  dzo
  zho
  zo
dyspneal of or like dyspnea, laboured breathing
  dyspneic
  dyspnoeal
  dyspnoeic
  dyspnoic
eard earth; (vb) to bury
  yeard
  yerd
  yird
  yirth
eeven evening
  eevn
  eevning
  eve
  evening
eliad an ogle, a glance, a wink
  eyeliad
  eyliad
  illiad
  oeillade
endew to endow
  endue
  indew
  indow
  indue
euk an itch; (vb) to itch
  ewk
  yeuk
  youk
  yuke
femality femaleness
  feminacy
  feminality
  femineity
  feminity
filagree a kind of ornamental metallic lacework; (vb) to execute this
  filigrain lacework
  filigrane
  filigree
  fillagree
fillipeen a game in which each of two players eats a twin kernel of
  philippina a nut



  philippine
  philopena
  philopoena
fisnomie physiognomy
  phisnomy
  physiognomy
  visnomie
  visnomy
floosie a young woman of doubtful sexual morals
  floosy
  floozie
  floozy
  flossie
fromenty food made of hulled wheat boiled in milk, with sugar, plums,
  frumenty etc
  furmenty
  furmety
  furmity
frore frozen
  froren
  frorn
  frorne
  frory
gaucie portly, jolly
  gaucy
  gawcy
  gawsie
  gawsy
gessamine jasmine
  jasmin
  jasmine
  jessamine
  jessamy
gippo a gypsy
  gippy
  gyppie
  gyppo
  gyppy
girsh a monetary unit of Saudi Arabia
  gursh
  kurush
  qursh
  qurush
greisly grisly
  griesly
  grisely
  grisly
  grysely
guaracha a flat-heeled sandal
  guarache
  guarachi
  huarache
  huaracho
hackbolt the greater shearwater
  hagbolt
  hagden
  hagdon
  hagdown
haftara a Biblical selection
  haftarah
  haftorah



  haphtara
  haphtarah
halidom holiness, a holy place, esp in an oath
  halidome
  hollidam
  holydam
  holydame
hegira the flight of Mohammed from Mecca
  hejira
  hejra
  hijra
  hijrah
hoorah an exclamation of approbation or joy; (noun) a shout of hoorah
  hooray > vb to shout hooray
  hurra
  hurrah
  hurray
jambolan the rose-apple tree of Malaysia
  jambolana
  jambool
  jambu
  jambul
kaffiyah the cloth headgear worn by many Palestinians
  kaffiyeh
  keffiyah
  keffiyeh
  kufiyah
kaif a state of dreamy intoxication induced by eg cannabis
  keef
  kef
  kief
  kif
kazachoc a Russian folk dance in which high kicks are performed from
  kazachok a squatting position
  kazatski
  kazatsky
  kazatzka
lade to load
  laden
  laid
  load
  loaden
leechee a tropical fruit
  lichee
  lichi
  litchi
  lychee
leucaemia a type of cancer
  leucemia
  leuchaemia
  leukaemia
  leukemia
loerie a type of African bird with crimson or grey plumage
  lory
  lourie
  lowrie
  lowry
loun sheltered, calm, quiet; (vb) to calm
  lound
  lown
  lownd



  lowne
mamee a tropical plant having an edible fruit with bright yellow
  mamey pulp
  mamie
  mammee
  mammey
matsah unleavened bread, esp as eaten on Pesach
  matza
  matzah
  matzo
  matzoh
meikle great, much
  mickle
  mochell
  muchel
  muchell
meou to make a sound like a cat
  meow
  miaou
  miaow
  miaul
meshuga mad, crazy; (noun) a mad person
  meshugah
  meshugga
  meshuggah
  meshugge
mesquit a name for two trees of the southwestern part of N. America,
  mesquite the honey mesquite, and screw-pod mesquite
  mezquit
  mezquite
  muskit
meuse a small hole or gap through which a wild animal passes >
  mews vb to pass through a meuse
  muset
  musit
  smeuse
mich to play truant
  miche
  mitch
  mooch
  mouch
moufflon a Corsican wild sheep
  mouflon
  muflon
  musimon
  musmon
nala a ravine, a watercourse
  nalla
  nallah
  nulla
  nullah
nebbich a colourless, insignificant person
  nebbish
  nebbishe
  nebbisher
  nebish
nole the top of the head
  noll
  noul
  noule
  nowl



orthopaedics the art or process of curing deformities arising from (orig
  orthopaedy childhood) disease or injury
  orthopedia
  orthopedics
  orthopedy
paludal of marshes
  paludic
  paludinal
  paludine
  paludinous
panocha a type of fudge
  panoche
  penoche
  penuche
  penuchi
parischan a parish
  parischane
  parishen
  parochin
  parochine
pearce to pierce
  perce
  percen
  perse
  pierce
pedder a pedlar
  peddler
  pedlar
  pedler
  pether
perai a voracious S. American fish
  pirai
  pirana
  piranha
  piraya
persue to pursue
  poursew
  poursue
  pursew
  pursue
polliwig a tadpole
  polliwog
  pollywig
  pollywog
  porwiggle
poney a small horse
  pony
  powney
  pownie
  powny
preemie a premature baby
  prem
  premature
  premie
  premy
preif proof
  preife
  prief
  priefe
  proof
proign to preen, prune



  proin
  proine
  proyn
  proyne
quatch to stir, move
  quetch
  quich
  quinche
  quitch
quean a young woman
  queyn
  queynie
  quine
  quinie
rechie smoky, grimy
  reechie
  reechy
  reekie
  reeky
recoil to draw back in fear or disgust
  recoyle
  recuile
  recule
  requoyle
ren to run
  renne
  rin
  ronne
  run
renague to refuse, deny
  reneague
  renege
  renegue
  renig
repreeve to reprieve
  reprieval
  reprieve
  reprive
  repryve
retraict retreat
  retrait
  retraite
  retrate
  retreat
rheumateese rheumatism
  rheumatise
  rheumatism
  rheumatiz
  rheumatize
rhone a roof-gutter
  roan
  roanpipe
  rone
  ronepipe
ritornel a short instrumental passage in a vocal work
  ritornell
  ritornelle
  ritornello
  ritournelle
rizard a redcurrant
  rizzar



  rizzart
  rizzer
  rizzor
said a descendant of Mohammed's daughter Fatima
  saiyid
  sayed
  sayid
  sayyid
schellum a scoundrel, rascal
  schelm
  skellum
  skelm
  skelum
scrab to scratch
  scrat
  scratch
  scrattle
  scrawm
sdaine to disdain
  sdayn
  sdeign
  sdeigne
  sdein
seignioralty feudal lordship
  seigniory
  seignory
  signiory
  signory
shammas the sexton in a synagogue; the candle used to light the other
  shammash 8 candles of a Chanukah menorah
  shammes
  shammos
  shamos
sharia the body of Islamic religious law
  shariah
  shariat
  sheria
  sheriat
soldan the monarch or chief ruler of a Muslim country, esp that
  soudan of Turkey
  souldan
  suldan
  sultan
sook an Arab marketplace; (vb) to suck
  souk
  suk
  sukh
  suq
souce to pickle; to marinade
  souse
  sowce
  sowse
  sowsse
sphaer a sphere
  sphaere
  sphear
  spheare
  sphere
stashie fuss, ado, disturbance
  stishie
  stooshie



  stoushie
  stushie
stoor great, formidable; stubborn, surly; (noun) an affray, a battle
  stour
  stoure
  stowre
  sture
swail a marshy hollow or depression
  swale
  swayl
  sweal
  sweel
sweer slothful; grievous, heavy; (vb) to swear
  sweered
  sweert
  sweir
  sweirt
tambac an alloy of copper and zinc
  tambak
  tombac
  tomback
  tombak
tease to make fun of; to draw out
  teaze
  toaze
  tose
  toze
thanage the district in which a thane anciently had jurisdiction
  thanedom
  thanehood
  thaneship
  thenage
tuchis the buttocks
  tuchus
  tush
  tushie
  tushy
turkies turquoise
  turkis
  turkois
  turquois
  turquoise
tushkar a turf-spade
  tushker
  tuskar
  tusker
  twiscar
twa two
  twae
  twain
  tway
  two
vellenage the state of being a villein
  villainage
  villanage
  villeinage
  villenage
viliaco a coward
  viliago
  villagio
  villiaco



  villiago
wadmaal a coarse, hairy, woollen cloth, formerly used for garments
  wadmal by the poor
  wadmel
  wadmol
  wadmoll
waeful woeful
  waesome
  woeful
  woesome
  woful
wame a womb
  weamb
  wem
  wemb
  womb
welaway alas
  welladay
  welladays
  wellaway
  wellaways
whitrack a weasel
  whitret
  whitrick
  whitterick
  whittret
yamalka a religious skullcap
  yamulka
  yarmelke
  yarmulka
  yarmulke
yaourt a semisolid, somewhat sour foodstuff, made from milk curdled
  yoghourt by the addition of certain bacteria
  yoghurt
  yogourt
  yogurt
yeldring the yellowhammer
  yeldrock
  yoldring
  yorling
  yowley
yeuky itchy
  yucko
  yucky
  yukky
  yuky
youngthly youthful
  youthful
  youthly
  youthsome
  youthy
zareba an improvised stockade, esp one made of thorn bushes, etc
  zareeba
  zariba
  zereba
  zeriba



6 Variants

aerie a bird of prey's nest
  aery
  aiery
  ayrie
  eyrie
  eyry
almery a recess for church vessels
  ambery
  ambry
  aumbry
  awmrie
  awmry
ameban relating to an ameba
  amebean
  amebic
  amoebaean
  amoeban
  amoebic
amoove to stir up, to rouse
  amove
  meve
  mieve
  moove
  move
anatta a bright orange colouring matter
  anatto
  annatta
  annatto
  arnatto
  arnotto
archil a dye obtained from certain lichens
  orchel
  orchella
  orchil
  orchilla
  orseille
backsheesh in Eastern countries, a gift or present of money, a tip >
  backshish vb to give a tip
  bakhshish
  baksheesh
  bakshish
  buckshish
baldric an often ornamental belt worn over one shoulder to support
  baldrick a sword or bugle
  baudric
  baudrick
  baudricke
  bawdric
bheestie an Indian water-carrier
  bheesty
  bhishti
  bhistee
  bhisti
  bhistie
cadi a civil judge in a Muslim country
  caid
  kadi
  kaid
  qadi



  qaid
cag a cagoule
  cagoul
  cagoule
  kagool
  kagoul
  kagoule
califate the office of caliph
  caliphate
  kaliphate
  khalifat
  khalifate
  khilafat
calmstane a white argillaceous stone used for whitening doorsteps
  calmstone
  camstane
  camstone
  caumstane
  caumstone
carsey a lavatory
  karsey
  karsy
  karzy
  kazi
  khazi
cashmere a soft twilled fabric made of fine goat's wool
  casimere
  casimire
  cassimere
  kashmir
  kerseymere
chapati a thin flat piece of unleavened bread
  chapatti
  chappati
  chupati
  chupatti
  chupatty
chazan a cantor in a synagogue
  chazzan
  chazzen
  hazan
  hazzan
  khazen
chimbley a chimney
  chimbly
  chimla
  chimley
  chimney
  chumley
chibol a variety of onion, aka spring onion
  cibol
  ciboule
  sybo
  syboe
  sybow
cion a detached piece of a plant capable of propagating, esp by
  scion grafting; a young member of a family
  seyen
  sien
  sient
  syen



cosey a cover for a teapot
  cosie
  cosy
  cozey
  cozie
  cozy
cramesy crimson
  cramoisie
  cramoisy
  cremosin
  cremsin
  crimson
daedal ingenious and cunningly designed
  daedalean
  daedalian
  daedalic
  dedal
  dedalian
damoisel a young girl or unmarried woman
  damoiselle
  damosel
  damozel
  damsel
  demoiselle
darraign to vindicate; to put in battle array
  darraigne
  darrain
  darraine
  darrayn
  deraign
demaine bearing, conduct
  demayne
  demeane
  demeanor
  demeanour
  demeasnure
djibba a long loose outer garment worn by Muslims
  djibbah
  jibba
  jibbah
  jubbah
  jubhah
ech to eke
  eche
  eech
  eik
  eke
  ich
feare a companion or mate
  fere
  fier
  fiere
  pheer
  pheere
galage an overshoe
  galoche
  galosh
  galoshe
  golosh
  goloshe
galravage a noisy frolic; (vb) to behave riotously



  galravitch
  gillravage
  gillravitch
  gilravage
  gilravitch
haemal pertaining to the blood
  haematal
  haemic
  hemal
  hematal
  hemic
hommos a Middle Eastern hors d'oeuvre of pureed chickpea and sesame
  hoummos oil
  houmous
  houmus
  hummus
  humous
hootanannie a party with folksinging and sometimes dancing
  hootananny
  hootenannie
  hootenanny
  hootnannie
  hootnanny
hypogaeal germinating with cotyledons underground
  hypogaean
  hypogaeous
  hypogeal
  hypogean
  hypogeous
jamb a piece of leg armour, a greave; (vb) to jam
  jambart
  jambe
  jambeau
  jamber
  jambier
jantee jaunty, sprightly
  janty
  jauntee
  jauntie
  jaunty
  jonty
kielbasa a smoked sausage
  kolbasi
  kolbassa
  kolbassi
  kubasa
  kulbasa
knar a knot on a tree  (verb) to snarl or growl
  knaur
  knur
  knurr
  nur
  nurr
latewake an erroneous form of lykewake, a watch over a corpse
  lichwake
  likewake
  likewalk
  lykewake
  lykewalk
les a lesbian
  lez



  lezz
  lezza
  lezzie
  lezzy
mashlam a mixed grain, esp rye and wheat
  mashlim
  mashlin
  mashloch
  mashlum
  maslin
maskallonge a N. American freshwater fish of the pike family
  maskalonge
  maskanonge
  maskinonge
  muskellunge
  muskie
mojahedin fundamentalist Muslim guerrillas
  mujaheddin
  mujahedeen
  mujahedin
  mujahideen
  mujahidin
molla a Muslim learned in theology and law
  mollah
  moolah
  mulla
  mullah
  muller
natheless nevertheless
  nathelesse
  nathless
  naythles
  netheless
  nevertheless
neafe a fist
  neaffe
  neif
  neive
  nief
  nieve
niddering an infamous person; an abject coward
  nidderling
  nidering
  niderling
  niding
  nithing
nilgai a kind of antelope
  nilgau
  nilghai
  nilghau
  nylghai
  nylghau
pardee assuredly, by God
  pardi
  pardie
  pardy
  perdie
  perdy
parpane a stone passing through a wall from face to face
  parpen
  parpend



  parpent
  parpoint
  perpent
pontie an iron rod used in holding and manipulating glassware during
  pontil manufacture
  pontile
  ponty
  puntee
  punty
pouder powder
  poudre
  poulder
  pouldre
  pouther
  powder
proveditor a purveyor
  proveditore
  provedor
  provedore
  providor
  provisor
ratlin any of the small lines forming the steps of the rigging of
  ratline ships
  ratling
  rattlin
  rattline
  rattling
sade a Hebrew letter
  sadhe
  sadi
  tsade
  tsadi
  tzaddi
schechita the slaughtering of animals in accordance with rabbinical
  schechitah law
  shechita
  shechitah
  shehita
  shehitah
schmoos to chat in a friendly way
  schmoose
  schmooz
  schmooze
  shmoose
  shmooze
schtoom silent, dumb, quiet
  schtum
  shtoom
  shtum
  shtumm
  stumm
scog shadow, shelter
  scoog
  scoug
  scug
  skog
  skug
sens since
  since
  sith
  sithen



  sithence
  sithens
spald the shoulder, esp of an animal used as food
  spalle
  spaul
  spauld
  speal
  spule
squirage squires collectively
  squirality
  squiralty
  squirarchy
  squireage
  squirearchy
stead the place, function, role or position of another; (vb) to
  sted avail, help, serve
  stedd
  stedde
  stede
  steed
steenbok a small S. African antelope
  steenbuck
  steinbock
  steinbok
  stembok
  stembuck
swoon a faint  (verb) to faint
  swoun
  swound
  swoune
  swownd
  swowne
tabbouleh a kind of Lebanese salad
  tabbouli
  tabooley
  tabouleh
  tabouli
  tabuli
tarcel a male hawk
  tarsal
  tarsel
  tassell
  tercel
  tiercel
thon yon
  thonder
  yon
  yond
  yonder
  yont
touse to dishevel, rumple
  tousle
  touze
  touzle
  towse
  towze
tsitsith the tassels on the four corners of a Jewish prayer shawl
  tzitzis
  tzitzit
  tzitzith
  zizit



  zizith
tuyer a nozzle, mouthpiece, or fixture through which the blast
  tuyere is delivered to the interior of a blast furnace  
  tweer
  twier
  twyer
  twyere
vaivode orig the title of a military commander in various Slavonic
  voivode countries; afterwards applied to governors of towns 
  waivode
  waiwode
  waywode
  woiwode
weenie a frankfurter, a small smoked beef or pork sausage
  weeny
  weiner
  wiener
  wienerwurst
  wienie



7 Variants

among in the midst of
  amongst
  emong
  emonges
  emongest
  emongst
  mongst
chadar the large veil worn by Muslim women
  chaddar
  chaddor
  chador
  chuddah
  chuddar
  chudder
chinachina a tree yielding cinchona bark, from which quinine is made
  cinchona
  kina
  kinakina
  quina
  quinaquina
  quinquina
cremona an ancient double-reed wind instrument
  cremorne
  cromorna
  cromorne
  crumhorn
  krumhorn
  krummhorn
djin one of a class of spirits in Muslim theology
  djinni
  djinny
  genie
  jin
  jinnee
  jinni
epigaeal growing or living close to the ground, with cotyledons above
  epigaean ground
  epigaeous
  epigeal
  epigean
  epigeic
  epigeous
filabeg the kilt
  filibeg
  fillibeg
  philabeg
  philibeg
  phillabeg
  phillibeg
fural a liquid obtained by heating bran with dilute sulphuric acid
  furfural
  furfuraldehyde
  furfurol
  furfurole
  furol
  furole
gadgie a fellow
  gadje
  gadjo



  gajo
  gaudgie
  gauje
  gorgio
koumis an intoxicating fermented or distilled liquor orig made by
  koumiss the Tartars from mare's or camel's milk
  koumys
  koumyss
  kumis
  kumiss
  kumys
madrasa an Islamic college, or school attached to mosque
  madrasah
  madrassa
  madrassah
  medresa
  medrese
  medresseh
mandioc a plant of the manioc genus; cassava
  mandioca
  mandiocca
  manihoc
  manihot
  manioc
  manioca
narghile a hookah, an Oriental tobacco pipe in which smoke is drawn
  narghilly through water by a long tube
  narghily
  nargile
  nargileh
  nargily
  narguileh
oomiac an Inuit canoe
  oomiack
  oomiak
  umiac
  umiack
  umiak
  umiaq
pagri a turban, a light scarf worn round a hat to keep out the sun
  pugaree
  puggaree
  puggery
  puggree
  puggry
  pugree
parakeet a small long-tailed parrot
  paraquet
  paraquito
  paroquet
  parrakeet
  parroket
  parroquet
perogi a traditional Polish dish, a semicircular filled dumpling
  perogie
  perogy
  pierogi
  pirogi
  pyrogy
  pyrohy
pheazar perhaps for vizier



  vezir
  visier
  vizier
  vizir
  wazir
  wizier
rassle to wrestle
  warsle
  warstle
  wrassle
  wrastle
  wraxle
  wrestle
ridgel a male animal with only one testicle
  ridgeling
  ridgil
  ridgling
  riggald
  riglin
  rigling
tana an Indian police station
  tanna
  tannah
  thana
  thanah
  thanna
  thannah
tsooris grief, woe
  tsores
  tsoris
  tsorriss
  tsouris
  tsuris
  tzuris
tulban a turban
  tulipant
  turban
  turband
  turbant
  turbond
  turribant
vermeil bright red; a bright red colour
  vermeille
  vermell
  vermil
  vermilion
  vermillion
  vermily
wapenschaw a periodical gathering of the people within an area for the
  wapenshaw purpose of seeing that each man was armed according to his 
  wapinschaw rank, and ready to take the field when required
  wapinshaw
  wappenschaw
  wappenshaw
  wappenshawing
weasand the windpipe
  weason
  weazand
  wesand
  wessand
  wezand



  wizzen
pease to balance, poise
  peaze
  peise
  peize
  peyse
  poise
  poyse



8 Variants

bazazz panache, flamboyance
  bezazz
  bizazz
  pazazz
  pazzazz
  pizazz
  pizzazz
  pzazz
bogey a goblin, a bugbear, an object of special dread; (vb) in golf,
  bogeyman to complete a hole in one above par
  bogy
  bogyman
  boogerman
  boogeyman
  boogieman
  boogyman
bungee a tension device using springs
  bungey
  bungie
  bungy
  bunje
  bunjee
  bunjie
  bunjy
cabala a mystical tradition of Jewish rabbis
  cabbala
  cabbalah
  kabala
  kabbala
  kabbalah
  qabala
  qabalah
carfuffle a commotion; (vb) to make a commotion
  cuffuffle
  curfuffle
  gefuffle
  kafuffle
  kefuffle
  kerfuffle
  kurfuffle
czarina the empress of Russia
  czaritsa
  czaritza
  tsarina
  tsaritsa
  tsaritza
  tzarina
  tzaritza
dahabeah a Nile sailing boat
  dahabeeah
  dahabeeyah
  dahabiah
  dahabieh
  dahabiya
  dahabiyah
  dahabiyeh
faze to worry, perturb
  fease
  feaze



  feese
  feeze
  pheese
  pheeze
  phese
finical particular about unimportant matters
  finickety
  finickin
  finicking
  finicky
  finikin
  finiking
  finnicky
ganef (Yiddish) a thief
  ganev
  ganof
  gonef
  gonif
  goniff
  gonof
  gonoph
gingeley the sesame seed or its oil
  gingeli
  gingelli
  gingelly
  gingely
  gingili
  gingilli
  jinjili
jinricksha a small, two-wheeled, hooded vehicle drawn by one more men
  jinrickshaw
  jinrikisha
  jinriksha
  ricksha
  rickshaw
  rikisha
  rikshaw
portas a portable breviary
  porteous
  portess
  portesse
  porthors
  porthos
  porthouse
  portous
scrike a shriek; (vb) to shriek
  shreek
  shreik
  shriech
  shriek
  shrike
  shritch
  skrike
sestet a piece of music composed for six voices or six instruments
  sestett
  sestette
  sestetto
  sextet
  sextett
  sextette
  sextuor



tasar a fawn-coloured silk made from wild Indian silkworms
  tussah
  tussar
  tusseh
  tusser
  tussor
  tussore
  tussur
tsaddik in Judaism, a Hasidic leader, or person of extraordinary
  tsaddiq piety
  tsadik
  tzaddik
  tzaddiq
  tzadik
  zaddick
  zaddik



9 Variants

cemitare a scimitar
  scimetar
  scimitar
  scimiter
  semitar
  semitaur
  simitar
  symitar
  symitare
dari indian millet
  dhoora
  dhourra
  dhurra
  doura
  dourah
  dura
  durr
  durra
eulachan the north Pacific candlefish
  eulachon
  oolachan
  oolakan
  oolichan
  oulachon
  oulakan
  ulicon
  ulikon
grece a flight of steps
  grees
  greese
  greesing
  grese
  gressing
  griece
  gris
  grize
oorali the plant yielding curare
  ourali
  ourari
  urali
  urari
  woorali
  woorara
  woorari
  wourali
pampelmoose the shaddock or grapefruit
  pampelmouse
  pomelo
  pompelmoose
  pompelmous
  pompelmouse
  pompelo
  pumelo
  pummelo
pelau a dish made with meat, rice, and pigeon peas
  pilaf
  pilaff
  pilao
  pilau



  pilaw
  pillau
  pilow
  pulao
poof an effeminate person, a homosexual
  pooftah
  poofter
  poove
  pouf
  pouff
  pouffe
  pouftah
  poufter
scrab to scrape with or as with claws
  scram
  scramb
  scrat
  scrattle
  scrawb
  scrawm
  scrawp
  scrorp
thingamy a whatsit
  thingamybob
  thingamyjig
  thingumabob
  thingumajig
  thingumbob
  thingummy
  thingummybob
  thingummyjig
vaudoo west Indian black magic
  vaudoux
  vodou
  vodoun
  vodun
  voodoo
  voudon
  voudou
  voudoun



10 Variants

fairnitickle a freckle
  fairniticle
  fairnytickle
  fairnyticle
  fernitickle
  ferniticle
  ferntickle
  fernticle
  fernytickle
  fernyticle
ocherish resembling ocher
  ocheroid
  ocherous
  ochery
  ochraceous
  ochreous
  ochrey
  ochroid
  ochrous
  ochry
papadam a thin circle of dough fried in oil until crisp
  papadom
  papadum
  pappadam
  pappadom
  pappadum
  popadum
  poppadom
  poppadum
  puppodum
terefa not ritually clean, not kosher
  terefah
  trayf
  tref
  trefa
  trefah
  treif
  treifa
  treyf
  treyfa



11 Variants

modiwort a mole
  moldwarp
  moudiewart
  moudiewort
  moudiwart
  moudiwort
  mouldwarp
  mouldywarp
  mowdie
  mowdiewart
  mowdiewort
scraich a screech; (vb) to screech, shriek
  scraigh
  screech
  screich
  screigh
  scriech
  scritch
  skreegh
  skreigh
  skriech
  skriegh



12 Variants

slockdolager a conclusive argument, a hard blow
  slockdoliger
  slockdologer
  socdolager
  socdoliger
  socdologer
  sockdolager
  sockdoliger
  sockdologer
  sogdolager
  sogdoliger
  sogdologer



20 Variants

djellaba an Arab cloak with a hood and wide sleeves
  djellabah
  galabea
  galabeah
  galabia
  galabiah
  galabieh
  galabiya
  galabiyah
  gallabea
  gallabeah
  gallabia
  gallabiah
  gallabieh
  gallabiya
  gallabiyah
  gallabiyeh
  jelab
  jellaba
  jellabah


